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Foreword
This first Baseline Annual Performance Plan articulates SANEDI’s targets for the 2012/13 financial year. The Annual
Baseline Performance Plan correspond directly with the SANEDI Baseline Strategic Plan, which in turn reflects the
amended Department of Energy 5-year Strategic Plan for 2012/13 – 2015/16, the Minister’s KPIs and the relevant National
political priorities.
I wish to emphasize that the Baseline Annual Performance Plan, as a subset of the first Baseline Strategic Plan, is a
statement of intent, the initial step in a long and creative endeavour to develop and grow the contribution of SANEDI.
I again encourage stakeholders and role players to embrace this plan, but also to engage with SANEDI to continue to refine
and evolve SANEDI’s contribution to be responsive to the most pressing energy challenges and priorities.
As executive authority, I commit SANEDI to executing the plan and delivering the goals and objectives described, subject
to the availability of funding.

_____________
__
Ms Rosette Nothemba Mlonzi
Chairperson of the SANEDI Board
Executive Authority of SANEDI
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2. Executive Summary
The National Energy Act, 2008 (No 34 of 2008) provides for the establishment of the South African National Energy
Development Institute (SANEDI) as a successor to the previously created South African National Energy Research Institute
(Pty) Ltd (SANERI) and the National Energy Efficiency Agency (NEEA) (a division of CEF (Pty) Ltd). SANEDI has been listed as
a new Schedule 3A Public Entity as of 31 December 2010, and operationalized on 1 April 2011. SANERI and NEEA will be
incorporated as divisions (SANEDI Applied Research and SANEDI Energy Efficiency) within SANEDI.
This Baseline Strategic Plan defines the strategic purpose of SANEDI and sets out a compelling vision of the direction in
which the Institute intends to go. It assists in establishing the priorities and identifies the long-term goals for SANEDI.
SANEDI’s mandate is derived from the authority and obligations set out in various government policies, legislation and
constitutional requirements. These include, but are not limited to, the South African Constitution, the National Energy
Act, Ministerial Directives, the White Paper on Energy Policy and the Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP).
Sustainable energy supply is a critical component in economic growth and development. However, the challenge of
providing access to clean, reliable and affordable energy in support of socio-economic developmental needs, and
addressing major environmental challenges including climate change, has proven to be problematic internationally. It is
generally recognised that, in order to meet the intensifying climate challenge; the global (carbon intensive) energy system
must undergo a fundamental transformation.
Many developed and fast-developing countries are now starting to plan for this transition to a low-carbon economy as a
competitive and development priority, understanding that this will require far-reaching changes in technology, finance,
policy and societal behaviour.
Amidst this global uncertainty, South Africa finds itself at a critical juncture faced with urgent and important energy
related decisions that will have a significant impact on its future.
Two key building blocks of sustainable energy solutions, and a low carbon economy, relate to energy innovation and
energy conservation, which also describe the essence of SANEDI’s composition and focus.
SANEDI has a critical role to play in ensuring that South Africa will have the necessary information and planning support
(regarding, amongst others, emerging technologies, innovative practices, alternate energy solutions, advanced
infrastructure, energy data) to plan for a sustainable and secure energy future that will also satisfy the country’s
economic, social and environmental needs.
SANEDI also has to influence/facilitate an immediate and critical change in the country’s energy culture towards more
considered and sustainable energy practices.
Within the overall Government planning context, SANEDI will primarily contribute to three of the national priority
outcomes, referred to as the ‘Change Agenda’. SANEDI will be the principal partner of the Department of Energy (DOE), in
its effort to attain the energy policy objectives with particular focus on those that relate to (1) achieving macroeconomically efficient production and rational use of energy, (2) stimulation of renewable energy sources and of
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innovative energy technologies and processes, and (3) related job creation and green industry development aligned with
IPAP.
Through thorough analysis, three specific Strategic Outcome Orientated Goals have been identified for SANEDI.
The implementation approach and activities of the Baseline Strategic Plan only describes the activities associated with the
baseline plan and budget allocation under the MTEF, is confined by the available funding and will materialise only a small
contribution towards these envisaged outcomes over the five years from 2011/12 to 2016/17.

The comprehensive

Strategic Plan (an alternate plan that has been developed, describes a more assertive approach to achieve these goals
through six additional priority programmes to be implemented over the planning horizon
Delivery of the full scope will require a significant investment, but will also offer significant short and long-term economic,
environmental and social benefits resulting from a transition to a lower-carbon, less energy intensive economy.
SANEDI’s programme activities and goals have been selected based on its direct alignment with the SANEDI focus areas
described in the Business case, the outcomes that relate to the Minister of Energy’s commitments (Key Performance
Indicators) and the Department of Energy priority programmes as defined in the amended 2011/12 – 2015/16 5-year
Strategic Plan. The primary linkages between these programmes and commitments:

SANEDI Programme

Programme Baseline: Corporate
function and baseline activities

Departmental
Programmes
(updated 5-year Strategic Plan 2011/12 – 2015/16)
Programme 2: Energy Planning
and Policy1

Programme 5: Clean Energy2





Minster’s
(Government Outcomes, 27 May 2011)
OUTCOME 63

KPIs

OUTCOME 104





Because of the significant contribution of the energy sector towards South Africa’s high carbon emissions, SANEDI
Programmes were also considered in terms of the positive contribution it would make in reducing carbon intensity and
advancing clean energy. SANEDI’s activities also support the mitigation plans and approaches identified in the National
Climate Change Response White Paper published October 2011.
The priority mitigation options, as identified in Section 6.3 of the Climate Change Response Plan, were defined as:


Option 1: Shifting to lower carbon generation options



Option 2: Significant upscaling of energy efficiency applications



Option 3: Promoting transport related interventions



Option 4: Carbon capture and storage in the synthetics fuels industry



Option 5: Mitigating non-energy emissions in agriculture and land use



Option 6: Transitioning society and economy to more sustainable consumption and production patterns

1

DoE Programme 2 Energy Planning and Policy: Evidence-based planning, policy setting and investment decisions in the energy sector and improved
energy regulation and competition
2
DOE Programme 5: Clean Energy: Development and implementation of clean and renewable energy and energy efficiency initiatives
3
An efficient, competitive and responsive economic infrastructure
4

Environmental assets and natural resources that are well protected and continually enhanced
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SANEDI furthermore plays a leading role in three of the identified near-term priority flagship programmes as defined in
Section 8 of the White Paper:


8.1 The Climate Change Response Public Works Flagship Programme: Working for Energy (not funded through
this MTEF allocation)



8.4 The Energy Efficiency and Energy Demand Side Management Flagship Programme: SANEDI energy efficiency
and specifically the Public Buildings Energy Efficiency Programme (DPW funded programme)



8.7 The Carbon Capture and Sequestration Flagship Programme: SANEDI’s Carbon Capture and Storage
programme (Primarily funded from industry and other external stakeholders)

SANEDI is committed to delivering the goals and objectives described in this plan, subject to the availability of funding.
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Part A: Strategic Overview

3. Vision
To serve as a catalyst for sustainable energy innovation, transformation and technology diffusion in support of South
Africa’s sustainable development that benefits our nation.

4. Mission
Advance innovation of clean energy solutions and rational energy use that effectively supports South Africa’s national
energy objectives and the transition towards a sustainable, low carbon energy future.

5. Values


Innovation



Accountability



Transparency



Integrity



Professionalism



National Interest



Batho Pele

6. Legislative and other mandates
The National Energy Act, 2008 (Act No. 34 of 2008), Section 7 (2) gave effect to SANEDI’s existence and provides for its
primary mandate and specific responsibilities. Provides for SANEDI to direct, monitor and conduct energy research and
development as well as undertake measures to promote energy efficiency throughout the economy.
SANEDI’s responsibilities are further elaborated, reinforced and refined by a range of specific plans; directives and public
announcements. These, as detailed and contained in the corresponding Strategic plan (and attached as Appendix A for
ease of reference), remain relevant and applicable.
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The business case that established SANEDI serves as a means of justifying the existence of the entity and incorporates a
set of key activities that SANEDI would undertake on behalf of the State. As the energy landscape is a continually evolving
space, it is clear that additional activities and responsibilities will be undertaken by SANEDI in line with its legislated
mandate. The underlying principle remains the same, however, in that SANEDI will continue to play a catalytic role in the
development of the energy sector, without becoming a player and referee in a particular sector. SANEDI is mindful of the
various role players that are active in the energy efficiency sector and endeavours to create value in the area that it is
allowed to operate in. The next section will include an assessment of the role that SANEDI envisages undertaking in
regards to energy efficiency programmes and projects and will be further tailored to accommodate the Department of
Energy’s requirements.
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7. Situational analysis
Energy is intrinsically woven into the fabric of modern society and economy and the course for all growth and
development.

At the same time energy production and use impact on the environment, natural resources and

sustainability of our planet for future generations.
Policymakers, regulators and citizens all over the world are grappling with the challenges of providing access to clean,
reliable and affordable electricity in support of socio-economic developmental needs, and addressing major
environmental challenges including climate change. It is generally recognised that, in order to meet the intensifying
climate challenge; the global (carbon intensive) energy system must undergo a fundamental transformation.
Amidst this global uncertainty, South Africa is confronted with having to urgently make important energy related decisions
that will have a significant impact on its future. It is appreciated that the country’s energy future will be different from the
era of plenty (and low cost energy) we are leaving, no matter what energy choices are made. To set South Africa on a
sustainable energy path at this crucial moment it is however essential that those choices are both well informed and
legitimate.
In the past, South Africa has often benefited from available international experience to inform decision-making and
planning. Unfortunately, at this time, South Africa cannot wait for the challenges of a changing global energy system to be
resolved before making its own decisions. Planning decisions and choices will therefore be based on the best information,
analysis and planning support currently accessible.
Taking a macro view is critical to manage trade-offs between environmental, social, and financial considerations, and also
to identify points of convergence of these public interests. Governments, and agencies of Government, therefore have a
vital role to play to lead countries and economies into sounder energy solutions.
5

Two key building blocks of sustainable energy solutions relate to energy innovation and energy conservation/efficiency.
6

In line with international practice , the South African Government has placed responsibility for promoting, directing and
developing non-conventional, renewable and alternate energy sources and technologies and taking concrete steps
towards energy conservation, with a Government agency, SANEDI.
SANEDI therefore has to play a critical role to ensure that South Africa will have the necessary information and planning
support (regarding, amongst others, emerging technologies, innovative practices, alternate energy solutions, advanced
5

Note that energy and fuel are often used interchangeably throughout the document, particularly in reference to energy efficiency.

6

Numerous examples globally include: ACRE (Australia); Austrian Energy Agency, Energy Institute (Croatia), Danish Energy Agency, Environment and
Energy Management Agency (ADEME, France), Sustainable Energy Authority (Ireland), National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable
Development (Italy), Polish National Energy Conservation Agency, Swedish Energy Agency, NYSERDA (New York, USA).
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infrastructure, energy data) to plan for a sustainable and secure energy future that will also satisfy the country’s
economic, social and environmental needs.
SANEDI also has to influence/facilitate an immediate and critical change in the country’s energy culture towards more
considered and sustainable energy practices.
Recent analysis by the National Planning Commission further reinforced the importance of SANEDI’s role. The Material
Conditions Diagnostic pointed to the global shift towards a dematerialised economy and decarbonisation of energy
sources, emphasised the risks and costs associated with remaining a carbon-based economy and the importance of
resilience to impacts of climate change.
Key pointers were highlighted in the Material Conditions Diagnostic report for South Africa to make significant progress in
this respect:


Starting early in the transition to a low-carbon economy yields the best results, largely because it avoids too
large a shock in the future.



South Africa is unlikely to meet its targets without innovation and adaptation of global technological advances.



Changing the energy mix and improving energy efficiency are critical to meeting targets.

SANEDI’s mandate and focus is critically aligned with these key pointers, and if appropriately empowered and applied, will
directly support South Africa’s capacity to take advantage of the technological trends and opportunities and the country’s
ability to mitigate vulnerabilities.

7.1.

Performance environment
7

A PESTLE analysis framework was used as a basis for a comprehensive environmental analysis for SANEDI. A brief
overview of the most pertinent considerations is highlighted here to contextualise the SANEDI Strategic plan.
As it takes its cue from Government priorities and policy direction, SANEDI is vulnerable to an ambiguous policy, legislative
and regulatory environment. Several aspects of SANEDI’s operation are dependent on the resolution of legislative and
policy decisions.

Most notably is the importance of reconciliation between energy, economic development and

environmental policy and resolution with respect to the anticipated Department of Energy, Energy Technology Innovation
Policy.
More specific to SANEDI’s operation, and absolutely critical, is the resolution of the public funding allocation for SANEDI.
The establishment of SANEDI was based on an approved business case with a budget of R113,3 million for the first year of
operation and R2,8 billion over the planning horizon. At present, the MTEF allocation is R50 million for the 2012/13
financial year and only R 264 million over the planning horizon, representing a tenth of the funding requirements foreseen
for SANEDI to fulfil its intended function. The matter of funding and the investigation of alternate, sustainable funding
mechanisms are however discussed in greater detail under Section 8.1.
Low electricity prices have historically been a key inhibitor for energy efficiency and contributed to a wasteful energy
culture in South Africa. Rising electricity, energy and fuel prices coupled with policy signals and disincentives should
7

Political, Economic, Socio-cultural, Technology, Legislative, Environmental
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however prompt a shift towards more considered energy selection and consumption. International experience has shown
that the real impact of price on consumer behaviour and choice of equipment and activities will only materialise over
time. The expected delay of the impact of price elasticity should therefore be mitigated by complementary initiatives such
as awareness creation, communication and education.
The global recession has negatively impacted economic activity and therefore energy related investment.

Initial

expectations were for full economic recovery during 2010, but the rate of recovery has been slower than anticipated with
current expectations of a second slump.

Delayed economic recovery is likely to curtail research and innovation

investments globally. It may also increase the relative importance of short-term financial considerations in energy
technology / solution selection, hence perpetuating old, carbon intensive options.
As a result of the prevailing economic environment funding sources are currently relatively scarce and expensive which
also impacts national Government‘s ability to provide additional fiscal funding. Conversely, grant and development
funding earmarked for climate change interventions have been more readily available and may continue to provide
supplemental funding sources for energy research and innovation activities.
Unemployment in South Africa is high and job creation the top priority of Government. The availability of energy and
electricity is a major component of economic stability and growth and therefore the economy’s ability to absorb
employment and preserve existing jobs. The ‘green industry’ offers significant opportunity to bolster the South African
Government’s ability to address unemployment and grow economic activity.
8

Independent reviews revealed chronic shortages of higher skills and underinvestment in research and development in the
country. South Africa has in recent years seen a marked decline in national energy research capacity and investment with
a significant share of previously available funding being diverted to more pressing operational priorities.
But, with consideration of the link between energy research and development and global competitiveness, this situation
requires due attention and correcting for South Africa to support the level of innovation and technological adaptation that
is aligned with the existing, and growing, socioeconomic and sustainability challenges.
The benefits associated with research and technology innovation extend far beyond the obvious to include:
Dimension

Public benefits of research and technology innovation

Techno-economic

 Improvement of industrial competitiveness

 National economic growth

 Reduction of the energy intensity of the national economy

 SME development (e.g. ESCO, Certification entities,

 Technological and service exports

 Economic efficiency

 Optimal use of renewable resources

 Biodiversity

 Climate change

 Sustainable development

 Air quality



 Access to energy

 Reduce cost to consumers

 Employment creation

 Empower consumers

component manufacturing)
Environmental

Social

8

National Advisory Council on Innovation, South African Science and Technology Indicators, 2009; The OECD’s Review of South Africa’s Innovation Policy,
2007; National Survey of R&D activities, undertaken by the Centre for Science, Technology and Innovation Indicators (CeSTII) of the Human Sciences
Research Council (HSRC).
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Strategic

7.2.

 Equity issues related to energy



 System reliability, loss reduction, quality of energy

 Security of energy supply

 Regional development

 Improve the technological services balance of trade

 Domestic technology capacity building

 Create industrial base for energy technology

 Diversification of energy mix



Organisational environment

Chapter 4 of the National Energy Act, 2008 (No 34 of 2008) provides for the establishment of the South African National
Energy Development Institute (SANEDI) as a successor to the previously created South African National Energy Research
Institute (Pty) Ltd (SANERI) and the National Energy Efficiency Agency (NEEA) (a division of CEF (Pty) Ltd).
SANEDI has been listed as of the 31st December 2010 as a new Schedule 3A Public Entity, and will see the merger of
SANERI and NEEA. All assets, liabilities, and staff of SANERI and NEEA will be vested in SANEDI. The establishment of
SANEDI therefore comprises the incorporation of two functioning bodies into one.
SANEDI was furthermore operationalised by the State President and the Minister of Energy on 18 March 2011 – effective
as of 1st April 2011.
SANEDI is an implementation agency of Government, specifically the Department of Energy, created for the sole purpose
of assisting the State to achieve its strategic objectives as set out in the National Energy Act, 2008 (No. 34 of 2008), i.e.:


Ensure uninterrupted supply of energy to the Republic;



Promote diversity of supply of energy and its sources;



Facilitate effective management of energy demand and its conservation;



Promote energy research;



Promote appropriate standards and specifications for the equipment, systems and processes used for
producing, supplying and consuming energy;



Ensure collection of data and information relating to supply, transportation and demand;



Provide for optimal supply, transformation, transportation, storage and demand energy that are planned,
organised and implemented in accordance with a balanced consideration of security of supply, economics,
consumer protection and a sustainable development;



Provide for certain safety, health and environment matters that pertain to energy;



Facilitate energy access for improvement of quality of life of the people the Republic;



Commercialise energy-related technologies;



Ensure effective planning of energy supply, transportation and consumption; and



Contribute to sustainable development of the South African economy.
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SANEDI will furthermore support the local renewable energy and Energy Efficiency and Demand Side Management
(EEDSM) industries in South Africa in accordance with the Industrial Production Action Policy (IPAP) and, indirectly, also
the climate change and mitigation, social and economic development and environmental sustainability priorities of the
country.
As indicated earlier two key building blocks of sustainable energy solutions relate to energy innovation and energy
conservation/efficiency. This is reflected in the high level organisational structure (Figure 1) where SANEDI Applied
Research (previously SANERI) and SANEDI Energy Efficiency (previously NEEA) will continue as two separate divisions in
the SANEDI structure.

Figure 1: SANEDI Organisational structure

In South Africa’s existing research and innovation context, SANEDI’s focus will be primarily on applied energy research and
increasingly also on the front end of energy innovation (pilots, demonstration projects and semi-commercialisation of
select solutions). Select activities of SANEDI Energy Efficiency and the Working for Energy Programme will also promote
technology deployment, i.e. market entry and penetration, of new clean energy and energy efficiency solutions. This
spread of activity and an indication of the relation to other research entities in the South African environment are
depicted in Figure 2. More detail regarding the other role-players and SANEDI’s expected relation to them is provided in
Appendix C of this document.
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DST: Department of Science and Technology; TIA: Technology Innovation Agency; DTI: Department of Trade and Industry; CSIR: Council for Scientific and Industrial Research;
EDC: Energy Development Corporation; ETA: Eta Energy; SANEDI: South African National Energy Development Institute; *Tertiary institutions: Higher Education institutes such as
the ERC, UP and US Energy Hubs, etc. are funded by a combination of funds from the Department of Higher Education, DST, Industry, etc.

Figure 2: South Africa’s Research, Development and Demonstration context

SANEDI Applied Research
Research and innovation will reside primarily with SANEDI Applied Research (previously SANERI). As an immediate focus
SANEDI Applied Research has identified areas of development that relates closely to the expected transformation of the
country’s energy landscape in the short- to medium-term, aimed at contributing to dramatic reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions whilst maintaining secure access to competitive sources of energy that can support the targeted economic
growth for the country.
The identified priority areas align closely with the national policy direction, as reinforced by the Integrated Resource Plan,
2010 which was promulgated in May 2011 for the electricity environment (Table 2).
Further focus areas have been prioritised to ensure knowledge management and industry infrastructure can adequately
support the evolving electricity and energy landscape and the complexities associated with unfirm supply options.
Table 1: IRP 2010 Revised Balanced Scenario (total of 56,539 MW additional capacity by 2030)
Energy Source/Technology

Additional capacity
2030 (MW)

by

Percentage
capacity

of

new

Corresponding SANEDI Thematic Area

Coal

16,383 MW

28.98%

Advanced Fossil Fuel

Renewables

21.534 MW

38.09%

Clean Energy Solutions

Solar

8,400 MW

Clean Energy Solutions

Wind

9,200 MW

Clean Energy Solutions

Imported hydro

2,609 MW

Not in SANEDI scope

Landfill, small hydro

125 MW

Clean Energy Solutions
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Energy Source/Technology

Additional capacity
2030 (MW)

by

Percentage
capacity

of

new

Nuclear

9,600 MW

16.98%

Not in SANEDI scope

Energy Efficiency Demand Side Management

3,422 MW

N.A.

NEEA and WFE

Corresponding SANEDI Thematic Area

(has been assumed in plan)

In addition to the research and innovation component, SANEDI will undertake national energy efficiency measures aligned
with national objectives of achieving sustainable utilisation of energy resources while promoting economic development
and improving the quality of life for all.
As a national research institute, SANEDI Applied Research has a two-pronged focus i.e. (1) technology management and
design and (2) technology development. The first aspect, technology management, refers to the articulation of a research
and innovation strategy / vision, provision of leadership and coordination that aligns the research and innovation agenda
to national, ‘mission driven’ priorities (as opposed to the private sector focus which is typically market driven). The
management and design function, with internal capacity, is being grown within SANEDI Applied Research.
Technology development refers to technology innovation and the development of emerging technologies, inventions, and
discoveries. SANEDI Applied Research’s role will be to advance and accelerate technology development with cognisance
of the strategic direction i.e. ‘research with the end in mind’. Technology development activities will be outsourced to
relevant tertiary institutions, laboratories, innovation hubs or private researchers, as relevant and most appropriate, for
expedited incubation. In the case where no technical capability or laboratory exist, SANEDI will undertake to develop
these within SANEDI.
An important modality of implementation of the technology development agenda are the so-called CORDs. These are
Centres of Research and Development and are managed through the SANEDI technology management function. CORDs
may be housed within SANEDI, as in the case of the Green Transport Centre and SA Centre for Carbon Capture and
Storage, or be based on collaboration with universities or private sector partners. The Centre for Energy Systems Analysis
and Research, a collaborative effort including the University of Pretoria and UCT ERC, is a good example of this type of
collaborative partnership.
In the Annual Performance Plan, there is reference to the CORDs where they exist or are under development. An example
of a CORD under development is the Renewable Energy Centre of Research and Development or RECORD. In 2012/13 the
focus for the external CORDs is on increasing student outputs, increasing publications and products and continuation of
the technical advisory service to SANEDI and the broader stakeholders comprising the sector. For the internal CORDs, the
focus is on increasing capacity within SANEDI, particularly within selected engineering and scientific disciplines. Emphasis
is also placed on strengthening the project management capability in SANEDI.
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SANEDI Energy Efficiency (previously NEEA)
SANEDI Energy Efficiency has been established to champion energy efficiency in the country and to promote the
prioritisation and implementation of efficiency improvements in South Africa. SANEDI Energy Efficiency’s focus extends
beyond the historic focus of electricity efficiency to include areas such as the transport sector and efficient application of
all energy carriers, including gas, liquid fuels and electricity. In line with international trends, energy efficiency will
increasingly incorporate rational/considered use of energy i.e. selecting optimal energy sources (including small-scale
renewable energy solutions/technologies) to displaced carbon intensive energy sources for specific end use applications.
The Energy Efficiency and DSM baseline, strategic objectives and roles and responsibility matrix (Appendix B), shows the
baseline strategic objectives for EEDSM and its alignment with the roles and responsibilities of the other players in the
industry. What this figure makes clear is that SANEDI plays the overall role of coordination and facilitation. It is not
intended for SANEDI to be a player and a referee. The intention of the above diagram is for illustration purposes and is
indirectly linked to the SANEDI strategic objectives presented in section 4 above.
SANEDI management model
The former structures of SANERI and NEEA have been fully incorporated as divisions under SANEDI into a cohesive entity
with a revised operational structure to ensure full and optimal utilisation of scarce skills and resources.
A matrix structure is targeted for this purpose as it offers a dynamic structure that provides benefits specific to SANEDIs
requirements, including:


greater flexibility that allows employee movement across current functional / departmental boundaries,



improved access to a diverse range of skills and perspectives,



improved communication, coordination and information sharing across functional boundaries,



allows for broader experience and hence offers improved opportunities for professional development and career
progression to employees.

Effectively this structure establishes a pool of people that can be utilised across the different focus and functional areas to
optimise the limited capacity and the available skills set and to allow for greater development opportunities. The
complete view of all relevant areas and the matrix management model as it applies to SANEDI is attached as Appendix B.
SANEDI acknowledges that the structure introduces a higher level of internal complexity and additional management
challenges, but these are considered manageable with the small permanent staff complement. As the number of
employees increase, this model may be reconsidered and adjusted to suit the changing environment.

7.3.

Managing the transition from SANERI to SANEDI

The operationalisation of chapter 4 of the National Energy Act of 2008 on 18 March 2011 set in motion a series of events
that would culminate in the new entity, SANEDI, operating fully in its mandated area. This process involves a key number
of steps that will be progressed during 2012/13. Specific areas that are to be addressed include:


Compliance with existing legislation, regulations, practice notes and guidelines
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Appointment of key personnel in support service areas, including the CFO



Ensuring a phased approach to the eventual independence from CEF (Pty) Ltd

Specific activities relative to each area are as follows:
7.3.1 Compliance with existing legislation, regulations, practice notes and guidelines
The Board Audit and Risk Committee of the SANEDI Board in 2011/12 requested a study to be undertaken that would
identify the key areas that require compliance with, as part of the process of establishing SANEDI. The study would look at
all relevant legislation, regulations, policies, government targets and outcomes, Treasury Practice Notes and guidelines to
determine what measures needed to be put in place. These measures are required in the setting up of a new public entity,
particularly in the case of SANEDI, where the entity is in transition from a Schedule 2 entity to a Schedule 3A one.
The enabling legislation that established SANEDI, namely the National Energy Act of 2008, makes provision for the transfer
of all assets (including personnel) and liabilities from SANERI (Pty) Ltd to the new entity, to be registered as SANEDI (SOC).
Specific ssues that have to be addressed during the 2012/13 year that have arisen from the transition thus far, include


VAT liability incurred by SANERI (under review by SARS) and paid in by SANEDI (SOC)



Asset transfer where the carrying value is not zero



Market analysis of remuneration for Board and sub-committee members



Revised policies and procedures, particularly for supply chain management and limits of authority



Staff remuneration and conditions of service that are commensurate with their prior conditions under SANERI
and part of the CEF Group of companies

The proposed compliance study has commenced in March 2012 and will continue for a period of 3 months. The
recommendations made by the consultants will be reviewed and then tabled before the Board and the relevant subcommittees. The auditors appointed by the Auditor General will also be issued with the compliance report, to ensure that
SANEDI (SOC) is fully compliant and that it can be audited.
7.3.2 Appointment of key personnel in support service areas, including the CFO
A statutory requirement of a Schedule 3A entity is to have a CFO in place. Since SANERI (Pty) Ltd was a Schedule 2 entity
under the CEF Group of Companies, it was not required of SANERI to have a CFO. Financial management services,
including those attributed to a CFO were undertaken by CEF (Pty) Ltd on the basis of a service level agreement (SLA). The
SLA was reviewed and signed annually between CEF (Pty) Ltd and the relevant subsidiary company. It focused on all the
necessary support services that needed to be provided to the subsidiary including; IT, HR, Legal, Finance, Procurement,
Secretariat, Logistics and Internal Audit.
As SANEDI (SOC) requires a CFO to be put in place, a process of recruiting such an individual commenced in 2011/12 and
will be finalised in the first quarter of 2012/13. The budget requirement for SANEDI (SOC) to put in place its own
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comprehensive support service was included in the estimate contained in the establishing Business Case. The Strategic
Plan for 2012/13 for SANEDI makes reference to various budgets that would be required to implement programmes to
differing degrees and with differing degrees of independence from CEF (Pty) Ltd. The most affordable plan was costed at
R133 million and involved a gradual transition away from CEF (Pty) Ltd and the focus would be on delivery on a focused set
of programmes and projects. As an allocation of R50.1 million was made available in the 2012/13 MTEF allocation, it is not
possible to provide any significant business support service internal to SANEDI (SOC), other than appointing the CFO and
possibly 2 other accountants. Since it is a legal requirement that SANEDI (SOC) have a CFO, it has been agreed with CEF
(Pty) Ltd that they will provide such a service until the new CFO has been appointed. As stated earlier, this will take place
in the first quarter of 2012/13.
SANEDI (SOC) believes strongly in the human capital base in the entity as its strength and proposes rather investing more
in the appointment of technical consultants and uplfitment of the youth to supplement the work done by the project
management teams in house. Also, supporting the training and development of the incumbent staff will also further serve
to enhance the capabilities of the entity and foster a culture of innovation in designing and implementing programmes
and projects.
The implementing model that SANEDI (SOC) has chosen relies on the establishment of CORDs. These centres, either
located within SANEDI or externally, will rely on human capital to provide for key services. It is the objective of SANEDI to
leverage additional funds, from sources such as donors, DFIs, NRF, SETAs, etc to enhance the capacity available to these
CORDs. Many of the postgraduate students graduating today have little prospect of finding employment at the university
itself. This is simply due to the numbers of students that graduate and the ever-present budget constraints that limit
employment opportunities at these institutions. SANEDI (SOC), through its CORDs model, intends deploying some of the
postgraduate students that are currently funded by SANEDI (SOC) in the tertiary institution itself. In so doing, the student
will continue to add to the body of knowledge and also be a research resource for SANEDI (SOC). The payment of
remuneration that is more in line with market norms, will also serve to aid in staff retention.
7.3.3 Ensuring a phased approach to the eventual independence from CEF (Pty) Ltd
The establishing Business Case for SANEDI makes provision for a transitional period to allow SANEDI to become gradually
weaned off CEF (Pty) Ltd. The original estimates for such a transition period were roughly 18 months to 2 years. This
transitional period was dependent on sufficient funds being made available to allow for the recruitment of business
support staff to replace the service provided by CEF (Pty) Ltd. Given the current and projected funding levels as contained
in the most recent MTEF allocation, it is unlikely that SANEDI (SOC) will be able to provide for all required business support
services internally within the 3-year MTEF period. It is therefore reasonable to expect that SANEDI will continue to have
some sort of relationship with CEF (Pty) Ltd until at least the end of 2014/15. In the interim, the following steps have been
taken to initiate the transition process;


A CFO and at least two accountants to be recruited in the 2012/13 year



New business premises (same office park) to be rented as of May 2012. The premises will be occupied as soon as
they become available in the first quarter of 2012/13. Some space will however be retained at CEF to allow for
expansion of staff numbers in key areas such as carbon capture and storage as well as green transport.
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Telephony and IT systems to be shared with CEF (Pty) Ltd until full transition takes place



SAP business enterprise software to be tested for possible use in SANEDI, should SANEDI opt to abandon the
current ACCPAC financial management system as used by CEF (Pty) Ltd.



No additional loan from CEF (Pty) Ltd – over and above the approved loan that has been made available in
2011/12 – is contemplated. The relationship in future will be structured along the lines of collaborative
partnerships. CEF (Pty) Ltd will have the option to contribute towards project costs that are in line with its own
mandate and budgets.



SANEDI (SOC) is being registered with CIPC as a State-owned Company in line with the listing by National Treasury
in December 2011 and operationalisation of the National Energy Act of 2008 by the State President in March
2011.



An independent Board of Directors is already in place and is now chaired by an external non-executive director



Similarly, the Board Audit and Risk Committee is made up of independent directors, including representatives
from the Board itself
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8. Overview of 2012/13 budget and MTEF estimates
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8.1.

Income and Expenditure estimates

South African National Energy Development Institute
Cost component

Notes

Budget year 1
(2012/13)

Budget year 2
(2013/14)

Budget year 3
(2014/15)

Budget year 4
(2015/2016)

Budget year 5
(2016/2017)

Total
budget(2012/17)

Total Income

R88,795,000

R62,295,800

R54,116,944

R54,527,675

R57,526,697

R317,262,116

R50,110,000

R50,344,000

R51,685,000

R54,527,675

R57,526,697

R264,193,372

R6,000,000

R6,000,000

-

-

-

R12,000,000

R5,600,000

R3,700,000

-

-

-

R9,300,000

R2,085,000

R2,251,800

R2,431,944

-

-

R6,768,744

R25,000,000

-

-

-

-

R25,000,000

R35,410,000

R36,872,440

R37,716,944

R41,527,675

R45,526,697

R197,053,756

R1,158,000

R1,273,800

R1,401,180

R1,541,298

R1,695,428

R7,069,706

R300,000

R330,000

R363,000

R399,300

R439,230

R1,831,530

Stationery

R40,000

R44,000

R48,400

R53,240

R58,564

R244,204

Subscription & Books

R20,000

R22,000

R24,200

R26,620

R29,282

R122,102

Gifts

R20,000

R22,000

R24,200

R26,620

R29,282

R122,102

Printing Costs

R20,000

R22,000

R24,200

R26,620

R29,282

R122,102

Annual report

R250,000

R275,000

R302,500

R332,750

R366,025

R1,526,275

R11,000

R12,100

R13,310

R14,641

R16,105

R67,156

Income Grants
MTEF allocation

1

Department of Science and Technology Grant

Income from Donors
Carbon capture and storage donors
AFD

Programme income
Working for energy

SANEDI operational cost
Office and general expenditure
Telephone & Fax

Postages & Courier

2
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Notes

Budget year 1
(2012/13)

Budget year 2
(2013/14)

Budget year 3
(2014/15)

Budget year 4
(2015/2016)

Budget year 5
(2016/2017)

Total
budget(2012/17)

R11,000

R12,100

R13,310

R14,641

R16,105

R67,156

Office Equipment Rental

R200,000

R220,000

R242,000

R266,200

R292,820

R1,221,020

Marketing

R100,000

R110,000

R121,000

R133,100

R146,410

R610,510

Advertising

R150,000

R165,000

R181,500

R199,650

R219,615

R915,765

R36,000

R39,600

R43,560

R47,916

R52,708

R219,784

R25,500,000

R28,050,000

R28,139,232

R30,784,320

R33,247,065

R145,720,617

Conferences and seminars

R200,000

R300,000

R242,000

R266,200

R300,000

R1,308,200

Conferences & Seminars

R200,000

R300,000

R242,000

R266,200

R300,000

R1,308,200

Directors Fees

R690,000

R759,000

R834,900

R918,390

R1,010,228

R4,212,518

Directors Costs

R440,000

R484,000

R532,400

R585,640

R644,204

R2,686,244

Directors Costs - S & T

R250,000

R275,000

R302,500

R332,750

R366,024

R1,526,274

External Consulting & Legal Costs

R100,000

R300,000

R300,000

R500,000

R600,000

R1,800,000

Consulting Fees

R50,000

R200,000

R200,000

R300,000

R350,000

R1,100,000

Legal Expenses

R50,000

R100,000

R100,000

R200,000

R250,000

R700,000

R2,830,000

R3,113,000

R3,424,300

R3,766,730

R4,143,403

R17,277,433

CEF - Legal Services

R100,000

R110,000

R121,000

R133,100

R146,410

R610,510

CEF - Procurement

R200,000

R220,000

R242,000

R266,200

R292,820

R1,221,020

CEF - Other (HR)

R200,000

R220,000

R242,000

R266,200

R292,820

R1,221,020

CEF IT

R400,000

R440,000

R484,000

R532,400

R585,640

R2,442,040

CEF - Secretariat

R200,000

R220,000

R242,000

R266,200

R292,820

R1,221,020

CEF Logistics

R100,000

R110,000

R121,000

R133,100

R146,410

R610,510

Cost component
Transport & Freight

Refreshments for meetings

Personnel cost

CEF SLA

3
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Notes

Budget year 1
(2012/13)

Budget year 2
(2013/14)

Budget year 3
(2014/15)

Budget year 4
(2015/2016)

Budget year 5
(2016/2017)

Total
budget(2012/17)

CEF - Internal Audit

R200,000

R220,000

R242,000

R266,200

R292,820

R1,221,020

CEF - Finance

R100,000

R110,000

R121,000

R133,100

R146,410

R610,510

Insurance

R300,000

R330,000

R363,000

R399,300

R439,230

R1,831,530

R600,000

R660,000

R726,000

R798,600

R878,460

R3,663,060

R350,000

R385,000

R423,500

R465,850

R512,435

R2,136,785

Maintenance : Security Equipment

R20,000

R22,000

R24,200

R26,620

R29,282

R122,102

Maintenance : Office

R20,000

R22,000

R24,200

R26,620

R29,282

R122,102

Maintenance: Office Equipment

R20,000

R22,000

R24,200

R26,620

R29,282

R122,102

Maintenance: Computer Hardware

R20,000

R22,000

R24,200

R26,620

R29,282

R122,102

Local travel

R100,000

R110,000

R121,000

R133,100

R146,410

R610,510

Travel - Local

R100,000

R110,000

R121,000

R133,100

R146,410

R610,510

Overseas Travel & Accommodation

R1,000,000

R1,100,000

R1,210,000

R1,331,000

R1,464,100

R6,105,100

Overseas Travel and Accommodation

R1,000,000

R1,100,000

R1,210,000

R1,331,000

R1,464,100

R6,105,100

Capex

R200,000

R100,000

R131,944

R216,477

R679,115

R1,327,536

Laptops for new staff + upgrade existing

R200,000

R100,000

R131,944

R216,477

R679,115

R1,327,536

R2,000,000

-

-

-

-

R2,000,000

R2,000,000

-

-

-

-

R2,000,000

R1,632,000

R1,766,640

R1,912,388

R2,070,160

R2,240,948

R9,622,136

R1,632,000

R1,766,640

R1,912,388

R2,070,160

R2,240,948

R9,622,136

Programme Budget

R53,385,000

R25,423,360

R16,400,000

R13,000,000

R12,000,000

R120,208,360

Applied research

R18,000,000

R15,700,000

R10,000,000

R10,000,000

R10,000,000

R63,700,000

Cost component

Office Rental CEF Building

4

AG's audit expenses

Once off SANEDI establishment cost
New office establishment cost

5

New office cost
Office Rental new building

6
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Notes
Cost component
CCS

7

Budget year 1
(2012/13)

Budget year 2
(2013/14)

Budget year 3
(2014/15)

Budget year 4
(2015/2016)

Budget year 5
(2016/2017)

Total
budget(2012/17)

R8,600,000

R6,700,000

-

-

-

R15,300,000

R1,000,000

R1,000,000

R1,000,000

R3,000,000

-

Clean coal tenchology
Clean energy solutions

R2,000,000

R2,000,000

R2,000,000

R2,000,000

R2,000,000

R10,000,000

Oil and gas

-

-

-

-

-

-

Smart Grids

R3,000,000

R3,000,000

R3,000,000

R3,000,000

R3,000,000

R15,000,000

Green Transport

R2,400,000

R2,000,000

R2,000,000

R2,000,000

R2,000,000

R10,400,000

International collaboration

R2,000,000

R2,000,000

R2,000,000

R2,000,000

R2,000,000

R10,000,000

R7,385,000

R7,000,000

R5,400,000

R3,000,000

R2,000,000

R24,785,000

R3,000,000

R2,723,360

R1,000,000

-

-

R6,723,360

Working for energy

R25,000,000

-

-

-

-

R25,000,000

Total Operational + programme cost

R88,795,000

R62,295,800

R54,116,944

R54,527,675

R57,526,697

R317,262,116

Total Income

R88,795,000

R62,295,800

R54,116,944

R54,527,675

R57,526,697

R317,262,116

Energy efficiency
Data and Knowledge management

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

8

* year 4 and 5 have been escalated at 5.5%
Working for energy programme allocation for 2012/13 is R25 million programme budget. The roll-over funds from 2010/11 to 2011/12 amounts to approximately R18 million of which R11 million is for
committed projects and the remainder is used to defray costs since the inception of the programme in 2009/10 to-date
We have 2 year contacts for some staff members which will end in year 2013/14 and therefore removed in year 2014/15
It is proposed that SANEDI retain the office space in CEF to house the CCS staff
This is the renovations needed in the new office space adjacent to the CEF offices
New office rental escalated at 8.25%
R5.6 m donor fund +R2m DST funds +R1m SANEDI funding
**R3.1 m to be paid to the EEDSM in 2011/12 financial year as a result of cost cutting undertaken during the year
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8.2.


Relating expenditure trends to strategic outcome orientated goals
As a newly established government agency no previous MTEF allocations have been made to SANEDI and this
constitutes the first formal budget submission for SANEDI. SANERI and the Working for Energy programme
received previous allocations.



Delivery on all the stated strategic outcomes and as a result the level of support that SANEDI as agency can
provide to the Department of Energy is directly related to the funding allocation.



The funding requirement (refer Table 2 below), as presented by the DOE and approved in the Business Case for
the Establishment of SANEDI, totalled an annual budget of R113.3 million (approximately R2,8 billion over the
five year strategic planning horizon without consideration of inflationary increases or programme details).

Table 2: Budgetary requirements as presented in the approved SANEDI Business Case

Item

Budget Requirements as per
SANEDI business case

Budget allocated as
scenario 4 for (2012/13)

Staff

R27.1 million

R25,500,000

Operational costs

R15.7 million

R9,995,0000

Total Staff and Operational Costs

R42.8 million

R35,495,000

Once-Off Set-Up Costs

R27 million

R2,000,000

Energy Research Programmes

R32.5 million

R21,000,000

Energy Efficiency Programmes

R11 million

R7,300,000

Total Programme Costs

R43.5 million

R30,300,000

Total Funding Requirements

R113.3 million

R63,795,000*

per

Staff and Operating Costs

Programmes

*

R25m for working for energy not reflected because the WFE programme did not exist when the business case was
developed


The delivery of the goals and objectives described in the Baseline Strategic Plan is subject to the availability of
funding. The current MTEF funding allocation may realise a tenth, or less, of the targeted SANEDI contribution,
depending on the prioritisation of programmes and deployment of the funds.



The

programmes

described

by

the

Baseline

Strategic

Plan

have

the

potential

to

leverage

international/donor/supplemental funding of at least R29 million over the planning horizon. The proposed,
comprehensive Strategic Plan that was developed in parallel has the potential to leverage external
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contributions of as much as R 500 million (a conservative estimate based on already quantified contributions of
R440 million).
The current MTEF allocation for SANEDI is however limited to R50 100 000 for 2012/13. This baseline annual performance
plan sets out the objectives and targets associated with this core budget allocation.
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Part B: Baseline Strategic Objectives
This section only describes SANEDI’s core corporate function and baseline activities associated with the funding allocation as per the MTEF. SANEDI’s proposed six programmes

9

and strategic related objectives that were developed in support of the country’s most imperative energy development needs and which links to the alternate proposed Strategic
Plan are subject to additional funding and therefore not reflected here.

9

Six priority programmes were developed for SANEDI to effectively respond to the national priorities and its mandate as energy development institute for South Africa. These programmes are not currently allowed for in
the baseline allocation and are therefore presented in a separate plan.
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9. Relating expenditure trends to strategic outcomes
With due consideration of government policy, international drivers of change and governments programme of action, the following strategic outcomes orientated goals were
identified for SANEDI (see the SANEDI 5 year strategic plan for more details). Every programme and goal has been selected based on its alignment with the SANEDI focus areas
described in the Business case, the outcomes that relate to the Minister of Energy’s commitments (Key Performance Indicators) and the Department of Energy priority
programmes as defined in the amended 2011/12 – 2015/16 5-year Strategic Plan. The primary linkages between these programmes and commitments are seen in the table
below
Goals

Government Outcome

Goal statement

Develop a technical knowledge base of cost effective, proven (low

Outcome 6, 10

To enable well informed and high confidence energy planning, decision-

risk) alternative, clean energy solutions and advanced fossil fuels

making and support policy* development

technologies to :


adequately inform energy planning, policy development



enable the country’s transition to a competitive, low

and decision-making and
carbon

economy

within

the

relevant

planning

horizon*.
Actively stimulate ‘green’ energy industry development, capacity

Outcome 10

Accelerated transformation to a less energy and carbon intensive economy

Outcome 6, 10

Foster a culture of energy efficiency and more rational energy use

building, skills development and job creation to support the
immediate concern of job scarcity and also support economic
development and the critical transformation of the South African
economic structure/activities to less energy and carbon intensive
activities during the transition period identified by national
commitments*.
Actively influence consumer consciousness and behaviour to
improve the energy-efficiency of existing economic activity and
energy consumption by 10% during the short-term (period of
supply constraints) and to contribute to achieving a energy
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Goals

Government Outcome

Goal statement

resource efficient society (described by energy intensity levels on
par with international benchmarks) in the medium to long term
(2020).
* Please note that in this and all references to policy development, SANEDI’s role is an enabling or support role. Decisions regarding policy setting do not reside with SANEDI and this plan does not intend to suggest that.

In terms of the Framework for Strategic Plans and Annual Performance Plans “Every institution must in consultation with the National Treasury develop a budget programme
and sub-programme structure that is aligned to the main areas of service-delivery responsibility within the institution’s mandate. A budget programme is a main division within a
department’s budget that funds a clearly defined set of objectives based on the services or functions within the department’s legislative and other mandates. It also constitutes
a management unit established within a department responsible for the delivery of that defined set of services and functions.”
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9.1. Relating Programmes to Goals
Programme

Programme purpose

Goals

Budget programme

Administration

Transition SANERI to SANEDI

Administration

Applied energy research development

To provide

corporate, executive,

financial management and accounting,

information and communication technology,

supply chain and asset management support to the
development;

ensure good corporate governance and compliance .

Knowledge creation in support of policy direction

and demonstration



Intelligent energy systems infrastructure

confidence energy planning, decision-



Optimised energy research investments

making

Strong

development



collaborative

approach

and

strategic

Sound fiscal management
Governance and compliance
Unqualified audited statements

Enable

well
and

informed

and

support

high

Applied

research,

development

and

demonstration

policy*

international collaboration
Data and knowledge management



Establishment of Technology Management Centre

Enable



Develop and maintain central data repository

confidence energy planning, decision-



Enhanced access to energy information

making

well
and

informed
support

and

high

Data and Knowledge management

policy*

development
Low

energy

and

development,

carbon

intensity

demonstration

commercialisation
Green industry capacity building and
development

Working for energy



and

Increased

projects

in

demonstrations

and

commercialisation phase

Accelerated transformation to a less

Low

energy and carbon intensive economy

development,

energy

and

carbon

intensity

demonstration

and



Facilitated technology innovation



Grow pool of competent productive researchers

Accelerated transformation to a less

Green industry capacity building and



Facilitate development of a ‘green’ workforce

energy and carbon intensive economy

development



Promote job creation through innovation



Demonstration of the use of biomass and waste to

Promote access to clean energy by rural

Working for Energy

produce clean energy

and urban communities with little or no

Demonstrated increase in employment and skills levels

current access to energy



commercialisation

within participating communities.
Energy efficiency programme



Demonstrated Energy Management opportunities



Establish a national energy efficiency agency within

Foster a culture of energy efficiency and

SANEDI

more rational energy use



Energy efficiency improvements in public facilities



Large-scale awareness of energy efficiency

Energy efficiency programme
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Programme

Programme purpose


Goals

Budget programme

Market demand for energy efficient and green
technologies



Support the relevant sections of the Income Tax
Amendment Act dealing with tax incentives for energy
efficiency improvements
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10. Programme 1- Administration
10.1.

Purpose

The purpose of the programme is to enable well informed and high confidence energy planning, decision-making and support policy* development

10.2.

Subprograms within Administration

The following subprogrammes have been identified and are the responsibility of the indicated components
Subprogramme

Components

Executive support

Office administrator
CEO
CFO

Corporate support

Exco

Finance, information and communication technology, supply chain and asset management

CFO
Office administrator
Senior managers

Transition from SANERI to SANEDI

Office administrator

Strong collaborative approach and strategic international collaboration

All
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10.3.

Administration Strategic objectives

The following strategic objectives (outputs) have been identified for this programme

10.3.1 Sub-programme: Executive Support
11.3.1.1
1.1

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

Executive support

To provide executive support to the DoE and the Minister of Energy

Office administration has been included in the
SANEDI strategic plan

10.3.2 Sub-programme: Corporate support
Strategic Objective (output)
1.2

Human

resources

management

and

development

Strategic statement

Baseline

To ensure that the required number/profile of jobs and employees, with the required skills

CEF to provide support services through service level

and compensation, are available when and where they are needed to deliver on the

agreement

SANEDI mandate and its strategic objectives
1.3

Office Accommodation

To provide accommodation

1.4

Records Management

To provide records management services

1.5

Security services

To provide security services

1.6

Legal services

To provide legal services

1.7

Risk Management services

To provide risk management services

1.8

Secretariat

To provide Secretariat services

1.9

Facilities management

To provide Facilities management services

1.10

Corporate and programme marketing and

To provide corporate and programme marketing and communication services

Board approved additional office accommodation
adjacent to CEF house
CEF to provide support services through service level
agreement
CEF to provide support services through service level
agreement
CEF to provide support services through service level
agreement
CEF to provide support services through service level
agreement
CEF to provide support services through service level
agreement
CEF to provide support services through service level
agreement
Draft corporate and programme

marketing and
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Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Communication Services
1.11
1.12

Baseline
communication plan for SANEDI

Strategic management and planning
Monitoring and evaluation

To ensure outcomes orientated planning of strategies, operations and business activities is

Approved SANEDI strategic and annual performance

in accordance with relevant prescripts

plan

To provide results orientated monitoring and evaluation services

Transition to NT performance monitoring and
evaluation methodology

1.13

Fraud and corruption prevention

To provide anti-fraud and corruption services in accordance to relevant prescripts

Fraud prevention plan (SANERI)
Whistle blowers policy (CEF Group and SANEDI (SOC)

1.14

DoE/NT coordination

To coordinate DoE/NT liaison and cooperation

Coordination done on an ad hoc basis

10.3.3 Sub-programme: Finance, information and communication technology, supply chain and asset management
1.15

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

Financial

To provide financial management and management accounting services

Statutory schedule 3A prescripts and guidelines

management

and

management

accounting

Setup systems and processes for compliance
Develop policies, procedures and guidelines

1.16

Supply chain management

To procure value-for money goods and services in line with strategic objectives

Statutory schedule 3A prescripts and guidelines
Setup systems and processes for compliance
Develop policies, procedures and guidelines

1.17

ICT infrastructure and systems

To develop, implement and maintain ICT infrastructure and systems

Currently all ICT functions are provided by CEF.
It is the intention of SANEDI over time to wean itself
of CEF and become and independent entity.
Develop and implement

ICT strategy, policies,

procedures, processes and guidelines
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10.3.4 Sub-programme: Transition from SANERI to SANEDI
1.18

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

Manage the closeout of SANERI

Close the SANERI books

Section 6 of the PFMA

10.3.5 Sub-programme: Strong collaborative approach and strategic international collaboration
1.19

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

Strong collaborative approach and strategic

Develop, in consultation with key stakeholders, a strategy for international and national

Baselines measured from zero i.e. no existing

international collaboration

collaboration by 2013 that aligns with national priorities and sets clearly defined objectives

strategy.

and milestones. Develop tactical plan and implement to achieve objectives and milestones
as defined in strategy.

10.4

Administration Strategic Objectives annual target for 5 years

Strategic

Programme

Estimated

Medium term target

Objective

performance

performance

2012/13

indicator

2011/12

1.1

1.2

1.3

Executive support

Human resources

1.

Responses

Executive support to

Executive support to

Executive support to

Executive support to

Executive support to

the

the

the

the

the

and the Minister of

DoE

Minister provided

Minister provided

Minister provided

Minister provided

Minister provided

Energy

Minister developed
Implementation of the

Implementation of the

Implementation of the

Implementation of the

Implementation of the

HR

HR

HR

HR

HR

1.

HR plan developed,
approved

development

implemented

Accommodation

New

and

the

DoE

and

the

and

and

the

DoE

and

the

DoE

and

the

DoE

and

the

office

Not previously tracked

plan

based

on

based

on

plan

based

on

plan

based

on

plan

based

on

approved strategic plan

approved strategic plan

approved strategic plan

approved strategic plan

and budget

and budget

and budget

and budget

and budget

1.

Relocation

of

SANEDI to New

identified and lease

office

offices

plan

approved strategic plan

accommodation

New

DoE

and implemented
Service provided by CEF

agreement finalised
2.

2016/17

operations for the

Exco minutes

1.

2015/16

Aligned systems of

2.

1.

2014/15

presentation to DoE

management and

Office

and

2013/14

Lease
review

agreement

Lease
review

agreement

Lease
review

agreement

Lease

agreement

review

accommodation
2.

New

offices
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Strategic

Programme

Estimated

Medium term target

Objective

performance

performance

2012/13

indicator

2011/12

furnishing finalised

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

1.

1.

1.

2016/17

furnished

and approved
1.4

Records

1.

Management

Records

Service provided by CEF

1.

plan

management plan

approved

and

developed,

implemented
2.

Records

management

SLA contract with
CEF

for

CEF in place
2.

approved

and

implemented

record

2.

management

SLA contract with

SLA contract with
CEF in place

Maintenance

of

2.

Maintenance

of

1.

records (in house)

Maintenance

of

records

records

management plan

management plan

2.

management plan

Maintenance

of

records (in house)
2.

management plan

SLA contract with
CEF in place

services approved

3.

Maintenance

of

records
management plan
1.5

Security services

1.

2.

A safe and secure

Service provided by CEF

1.

Security

risk

1.

SLA contract with

1.

Monitoring

CEF in place

evaluation of security

evaluation of security

implementation plan

implementation plan

management plan

environment

developed,

SLA contract with

approved

CEF

implemented

security

security

SLA contract with

implementation

implementation

CEF in place

plan

plan

for

security

services approved

2.
3.

CEF in place

SLA contract with

working

2.
and

Monitoring

Monitoring

and

evaluation

of

2.

Monitoring

and

evaluation

and

Monitoring

and

of

and

evaluation

of

security
implementation
plan
1.6

Legal services

1.
2.

Professional

legal

Service provided by CEF

100%

of

request

services provided

processed

SLA

prescribed SLA with CEF

services

for

legal

approved

for period 2012/13

within

100%

of

processed

request
within

prescribed SLA with CEF

100%

of

processed

request
within

prescribed SLA with CEF

Service

provided

for

internally,
supplemented
external
assistance

Service

provided

for

internally,
by
legal

supplemented
external

by
legal

assistance

to 2014/15
3.

Internal

legal
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Strategic

Programme

Estimated

Medium term target

Objective

performance

performance

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

indicator

2011/12

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

department in place
by 2015/16
1.7

Risk Management

1.

services

2.

Develop

and

approve

risk

Service provided by CEF

Risk management
strategy

place

management

developed,

strategy

approved

SLA

for

risk

2.
and

implemented

management

2.

services approved

SLA with CEF in
place

3.

SLA with CEF in

place

Enterprise

risk

2.

function resident

Enterprise

risk

workshop

management

management

implemented

workshop

workshop

Low medium and

implemented

Low medium and

3.

high risk identified

high risk identified

and

and

and

strategies
implemented

mitigation

3.

mitigation

Secretariat

Appoint secretariat

Service provided by CEF

1.

services
2.

1.

1.

management

2.

Facilities

Service provided by CEF

1.

Place contract for

1.

implemented

Low medium and

3.

Low medium and
high risk identified

strategies

and

and

implemented

strategies

mitigation

Place contract for

1.

mitigation

strategies
implemented

Place contract for

1.

Place contract for

secretariat

secretariat

secretariat

services

services

services

services

services

Board

minutes

and

matters

2.

Board

minutes

and

matters

2.

Board

minutes

and

matters

2.

Board

minutes

and

matters

2.

Board

minutes

and

matters

arising

provided

arising

provided

arising

provided

arising

provided

arising

provided

within

a

within

a

within

a

within

a

within

a

week

week

week

week

week

after the board

after the board

after the board

after the board

after the board

meeting

meeting

meeting

meeting

meeting

was

concerned

was

concerned

held

Facilities

1.

plan

management plan

developed

and

developed,
and

SLA with CEF in
Monitoring

concerned

held
1.

place
2.

was

SLA with CEF in

1.

place
and

evaluation

of

2.

Monitoring

was

concerned

held
1.

management
and

evaluation

of

2.

Monitoring

SLA with CEF for

implemented

facilities

facilities

evaluation

SLA with CEF in

implementation

implementation

facilities

In house facilities
management

function

approved

was

held

In house facilities

approved
2.

risk

secretariat

management

facilities

Enterprise

secretariat

held
Facilities

2.

implemented

Place contract for

concerned
1.9

risk

high risk identified

implemented
1.8

Enterprise

within SANEDI

workshop

high risk identified

strategies

function resident

within SANEDI
2.

Risk management

management

Low medium and
mitigation

risk management

management
implemented
3.

SLA with CEF in

function
and
of

2.

Monitoring
evaluation

and
of

facilities
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Strategic

Programme

Estimated

Medium term target

Objective

performance

performance

2012/13

indicator

2011/12

management

2013/14

place

approved

3.

2014/15

plan

Monitoring

2015/16

plan

and

evaluation

2016/17

implementation

implementation

plan

plan

of

facilities
implementation
plan
1.10

Corporate

and

programme
marketing

and

Approve and implement

Service provided by CEF

1.

Corporate

a corporate marketing

programme

and communication plan

marketing

and

1.

and

1.

programme
and

marketing

Corporate

and

1.

programme
and

marketing

Corporate

and

1.

programme
and

marketing

Corporate

and

programme
and

marketing

and

Communication

communication

communication

communication

communication

communication

Services

plan

plan

plan

plan

plan

approved

and implemented
2.

Monitoring

and

2.

1.

Review

management and

approve

planning

strategic

and

1.

Develop

and

approve

SANEDI

2.

Monitoring

and

2.

Monitoring

and

approved

and implemented
2.

Monitoring

and

evaluation

of

evaluation

of

evaluation

of

evaluation

of

corporate

and

corporate

and

corporate

and

corporate

and

corporate

and

programme
and

marketing

programme
and

marketing

programme
and

marketing

programme
and

marketing

and

communication

communication

communication

communication

communication

plan

plan

plan

plan

plan

Strategic plan is
reviewed

2.

and

approved

and implemented

of

1.

and

Strategic plan is
reviewed

approved

management plan
2.

Not previously tracked

SANEDI

Monitoring

approved

and implemented

evaluation

marketing

Strategic

approved

and implemented

programme

1.11

Corporate

1.

and

reviewed

approved

Annual

2.

Strategic plan is

1.

and

reviewed

approved

Annual

2.

Strategic plan is

1.

and

reviewed

approved

Annual

2.

Strategic plan is
and

approved

Annual

2.

Annual

performance plan

performance plan

performance plan

performance plan

performance plan

complies

complies

complies

complies

complies

with

with

with

with

with

annual

treasury

treasury

treasury

treasury

treasury

performance plan

prescripts, extent

prescripts, extent

prescripts, extent

prescripts, extent

prescripts, extent

of alignment with

of alignment with

of alignment with

of alignment with

of alignment with

strategic plan and

strategic plan and

strategic plan and

strategic plan and

strategic plan and

submitted to the

submitted to the

submitted to the

submitted to the

submitted to the

DoE

DoE

DoE

DoE

DoE
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Strategic

Programme

Estimated

Medium term target

Objective

performance

performance

2012/13

indicator
1.12

Monitoring

and

1.

evaluation

to

out

of

based

Not previously tracked

monitoring

and

monitoring

and

evaluation

evaluation

and

reporting principles

1.

2.

Roll

1.

Fraud

and

1.

and

1.

procedures
for

Policies

and

reviewed

for

reviewed

for

continuous

continuous

improvement

improvement

incorporated into

monitoring aligned

and

strategic planning

strategic planning

strategic planning

strategic planning

with

business plans

and

and

and

and

approve

Service provided by CEF

1.

Develop, approve

prevention

fraud

prevention

fraud prevention

and anti- corruption

and

plan

corruption plan

Develop,

approve

2.

implement

Develop,
and

3.

implement

whistle

anti-

4.

implement

1.

and

2.

corruption

3.

ethics

2.

Review code of

4.

conduct policy

fraud

1.

and

whistle

3.

corruption

4.

conduct policy

Review
anti-

ethics

2.

fraud
and

corruption

Review

ethics

policy
whistle

3.

blowing policy

Review code of

annual

plan

Review
review

learned

prevention

policy

blowing policy

Lessons

business plans

plan

Review
review

Review
anti-

policy
whistle

2.

annual

prevention

plan
ethics

learned

business plans

fraud

prevention

corruption

Review
review

Review

Lessons

review

whistle

blowing policy

Review code of

4.

Review code of

conduct policy

conduct policy

blowing

policy

Develop,
code

1.

and

blowing policy

Develop, approve
and

blowing

fraud

policy
3.

annual

business plans

plan
2.

ethics policy

policy
and

anti-

anti-

implement

Review
prevention

Develop, approve
and

approve

whistle

1.

implement

2.

improvement

incorporated into

business plans

learned

continuous

incorporated into

annual

Lessons

for

incorporated into

Develop,

2.

reviewed

strategic planning
annual

learned

and

performance
annual

Lessons

Policies
procedures

improvement
2.

1.

procedures

continuous

learned

and

approve

4.

implement
of

Develop, approve
and

conduct

implement

code of conduct

policy

policy

DoE/NT

Collective

coordination

DoE/NT coordinated

Financial

1.

management and

Policies

incorporated into

ethics policy

1.15

1.

Internal

and

1.14

2016/17

Lessons

implement

4.

2015/16

framework

and

3.

and

reviewed

corruption

2.

Policies
procedures

performance plan
1.13

2014/15

2011/12

Adherence
outcomes

2.

2013/14

activities

Sanedi
coordinated

of

budget
and

Not previously tracked
Service provided by CEF

Collective activities of

Collective activities of

Collective activities of

Collective activities of

Collective activities of

DoE/NT coordinated

DoE/NT coordinated

DoE/NT coordinated

DoE/NT coordinated

DoE/NT coordinated

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

Sanedi

budget

coordinated

and

Sanedi

budget

coordinated

and

Sanedi

budget

coordinated

and

Sanedi

budget

coordinated

and

Sanedi

budget

coordinated

and
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Strategic

Programme

Estimated

Medium term target

Objective

performance

performance

2012/13

indicator

2011/12
aligned

plan

strategic plan and

strategic plan and

strategic plan and

strategic plan and

strategic plan and

annual

annual

annual

annual

annual

2.

Spending

performance plan

monitored

3.

and

2.

performance

performance

performance

performance

performance

Debt and revenue

reported

reported

reported

reported

reported

and

due

accurately

and

managed

and

managed

and

managed

and

managed

and

managed

and

timeously recorded

accurately

and

accurately

and

accurately

and

accurately

and

accurately

and

and

timeously

timeously

timeously

timeously

timeously

recorded and cash

recorded and cash

recorded and cash

recorded and cash

recorded and cash

book managed

book managed

book managed

book managed

cash

book

Sanedi

assets
4.

SANEDI expenditure

SANEDI

assets

due

4.

managed

creditors

5.

to

SANEDI

SANEDI

assets

due

4.

managed

SANEDI

5.

SANEDI

SANEDI

assets

due

4.

managed

SANEDI

5.

SANEDI

assets

due

5.

SANEDIi

SANEDI

5.

creditors

creditors

management

managed

managed

managed

managed

managed

Value for money goods

Service provided by CEF

Programme

expenditure

SANEDI

creditors
6.

and

6.

assets

managed

creditors
Programme

expenditure

SANEDI

book managed
4.

managed

SANEDI

to

creditors
6.

and

Debt and revenue

SANEDI

Programme

Programme

expenditure

to

3.

expenditure

6.

and

to

Debt and revenue

managed

reported

chain

and

managed

accounting

management

monitored

SANEDI

SANEDI

3.

and

to

to

Debt and revenue

monitored

Spending

reported

3.

and

performance plan
2.

financial

Debt and revenue

monitored

Spending
financial

3.

and

performance plan
2.

to

financial

Debt and revenue

monitored

Spending

aligned

financial

and

Supply

performance plan
2.

to

financial

3.

and

Spending

aligned

performance

managed

6.

performance plan
2.

to

monitored

managed

5.

aligned

financial

due

4.

Spending

to

2016/17

accounting

annual

aligned

2015/16

aligned to strategic
and

to

2014/15

management

performance plan

1.16

2013/14

and

Programme

expenditure

6.

and

Programme

management

management

management

management

management

accounting

accounting

accounting

accounting

accounting

reported

reported

reported

reported

reported

Value for money goods

Value for money goods

Value for money goods

Value for money goods

Value for money goods

and services procured in

and services procured

and services procured

and services procured

and services procured

and services procured

line with strategic plan

in line with strategic

in line with strategic

in line with strategic

in line with strategic

in line with strategic

and annual performance

plan

plan

plan

plan

plan

and

annual

and

annual

and

annual

and

annual

and

annual
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Strategic

Programme

Estimated

Medium term target

Objective

performance

performance

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

indicator

2011/12
performance plan

performance plan

performance plan

performance plan

performance plan

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

plan
1.17

ICT infrastructure

1.

and systems

ICT strategic plan

Service provided by CEF

developed,

plan

approved

and
to

2.

energy

3.

and

3.

developed,

approved

SLA with CEF in

2.

and

and

3.

developed,

approved

SLA with CEF in

2.

and

and

3.

evaluation of ICT

evaluation of ICT

evaluation of ICT

ICT

implementation

implementation

implementation

plan

plan

plan

recovery plan dev
eloped,

2.

and

storage provided
disaster

plan

and

Monitoring

developed,

approved

implemented

SLA with CEF in
Monitoring

ICT management

developed,

approved

place

Monitoring

ICT management
plan

implemented

place

Monitoring

ICT management
plan

implemented

place

data collection, and

ICT management
plan

implemented

Mechanism
enhance

developed,

approved

implemented
2.

ICT management

and

implemented
and

2.

Monitoring

and

evaluation of ICT

evaluation of ICT

implementation

implementation

plan

plan

approved

and implemented
4.

Enterprise
resources
management
system
implemented

5.

Projects
management
system
implemented

6.

SLA with CEF for ICT
services approved

1.18

Manage

the

closeout

of

SANERI

Books of SANERI audited
and

closed

out

Service provided by CEF

and

Close out SANERI books

None

None

None

None

and deregister SANERI

Deregister SANERI as a

as a company

company
1.19

Strong

Develop

collaborative

collaboration

approach

approve

and

a
plan,
and

Not previously tracked

1.

Develop

a

1.

Develop

a

1.

Develop

a

1.

Develop

a

1.

Develop

a

collaboration plan

collaboration plan

collaboration plan

collaboration plan

collaboration plan

and

and

and

and

and

stakeholder

stakeholder

stakeholder

stakeholder

stakeholder
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Strategic

Programme

Estimated

Medium term target

Objective

performance

performance

2012/13

indicator

2011/12

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

engagement and

engagement and

engagement and

engagement and

engagement and

international

dissemination

dissemination

dissemination

dissemination

dissemination

collaboration

plan, approve and

plan, approve and

plan, approve and

plan, approve and

plan, approve and

strategic

implement

implement
2.

Monitoring

implement
of

2.

Monitoring

implement
of

2.

Monitoring

implement
of

2.

Monitoring

implement
of

2.

Monitoring

of

stakeholder

stakeholder

stakeholder

stakeholder

stakeholder

engagement and

engagement and

engagement and

engagement and

engagement and

dissemination

dissemination

dissemination

dissemination

dissemination
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10.5 Quarterly targets: Administration 2012/13
Strategic objective

Activity

Annual

Performance

2012/13

Targets Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

indicator
1.1

Executive support

1.

Responses

Executive support to the

Executive support to the DoE

Executive support to the DoE

Executive support to the

Executive support to the

presentation to DoE

and

DoE

and the Minister provided

and the Minister provided

DoE

DoE

and the Minister of

provided

and

the

Minister

and

the

Minister

and

the

Minister

provided

provided

Implementation of HR plan

New job contracts with

Energy
2.
1.2

Human

resources

management

and

Exco minutes

HR plan developed and

Implementation of the HR

Develop SANEDI HR plan

Approve

approved

plan based on approved

based on strategic plan and

plan based on strategic

strategic plan and budget

annual performance plan

plan

1.

Relocation of SANEDI

Lease signed for additional

accommodation

to

space

identified and lease

accommodation

Initiate move by end first

2.

New offices furnished

quarter

1.

Records management

1.

and

development

implemented

Office

1.

SANEDI
and

HR

staff in place

annual

performance plan
1.3

Accommodation

New

office

agreement finalised
2.

New

New

office

1.

Furnishing

of

new

offices
2.

Review of accommodation
requirements

Move to new offices

Review
accommodation
requirement

of

offices

furnishing

finalised

and approved
1.4

Records

1.

Management

Records
management

plan

plan

approved

and

approved

implemented
2.

for

and

Develop

records

management plan

Approve

records

management plan

2.

SLA with CEF in place

1.

Security

Implement

records

Maintenance of records

management plan

implemented

SLA contract with
CEF

developed,

2.

record

management

SLA contract with CEF
in place

3.

services approved

Maintenance
records

of

management

plan
1.5

Security services

1.

A safe and secure

1.

Security

risk

working

management

plan

management

environment

developed

and

developed

risk
plan

Approve

security

management plan

risk

Implement

security

risk

Monitoring of security risk

plan
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Strategic objective

Activity

Annual

Performance

2012/13

Targets Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Monitoring of SLA terms

Monitoring of SLA terms

Monitoring of SLA terms

1.

Monitoring of risk

Monitoring of risk

indicator
2.

SLA contract with
CEF

for

approved

security

services approved

and

2.

implemented
2.

SLA contract with CEF
in place

SLA contract with CEF
in place

3.

Monitoring

and

evaluation of security
implementation plan
1.6

Legal services

1.
2.

Professional

legal

100% of request processed

Legal

services provided

within prescribed SLA with

with CEF

services

SLA for legal services

CEF

contracted

approved
1.7

Risk

Management

1.

services

2.

Develop

and

approve

risk

1.

Risk

management

strategy

developed,

management

plan

developed

Risk management plan
approved

management

approved

strategy

implemented

risk

2.

SLA with CEF in place

mitigation

3.

Low medium and high

implemented

SLA

for

risk

management
services approved

risk

and

Risk

identified

mitigation

SLA with CEF in place

2.

Low medium and high
identified

and

strategies

and

strategies

implemented
1.8

Secretariat

Appoint secretariat

1.

Place

contract

for

SLA with secretariat in place

Monitoring of SLA terms

Monitoring of SLA terms

Monitoring of SLA terms

1.

Monitoring of SLA terms

Monitoring of SLA terms

Monitoring of SLA terms

secretariat services
2.

Board

minutes

matters
provided

and

arising
within

a

week of the board
meeting
1.9

Facilities
management

1.

Facilities

1.

Facilities management

management

plan

plan

developed

and

approved

approved

developed,

implemented

Facilities management
plan

and

developed

and

approved
2.

SLA with CEF in place
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Strategic objective

Activity

Annual

Performance

2012/13

Targets Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

indicator
2.

SLA with CEF for

2.

SLA with CEF in place

facilities

3.

Monitoring

management
approved
1.10

Marketing

and

and

evaluation of facilities
implementation plan

Approve and implement a

1.

and

Implement corporate and

Monitoring of corporate

Communication

corporate marketing and

Corporate

programme marketing

and

Develop

programme marketing and

corporate

and

Approve

programme marketing and

corporate

programme marketing and

and programme marketing

Services

communication plan

and

communication

communication plan

communication plan

communication plan

and communication plan

plan

approved

Review strategic plan

1.

and

implemented
2.

Monitoring

and

evaluation

of

corporate

and

programme marketing
and

communication

plan
1.11

Strategic
management

1.
and

Review and approve
SANEDI

planning

1.

strategic

plan

developed

management plan
2.

Strategic

is
and

and

approve

SANEDI

2.

Annual
plan

and

required

approved

Develop

Review

if

approve

Approve

annual

performance plan

strategic plan
performance

complies

2.

with

annual performance

treasury

plan

extent of alignment

Develop

annual

performance plan

prescripts,

with strategic plan and
submitted to the DoE
1.12

Monitoring

and

1.

evaluation

Adherence
outcomes

2.

to

1.

based

monitoring

and

evaluation

and

Roll out of monitoring
and

1.

evaluation

Lessons

developed,

approved

framework
2.

KPI’s

Quarterly review

Quarterly review

Quarterly review

and

compacted for each
learned

reporting principles

incorporated

into

Internal

strategic planning and

performance

annual business plans

staff member
2.

Quarterly review
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Strategic objective

Activity

Annual

Performance

2012/13

Targets Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

indicator
monitoring

aligned

with

annual

performance plan
1.13

Fraud

and

1.

Develop,

approve

1.

Develop, approve and

1.

fraud

1.

prevention

prevention and anti-

prevention and anti-

corruption plan

corruption plan

2.

Develop ethics policy

2.

Approve ethics policy

Develop, approve and

3.

Develop

3.

Approve whistle blowing

and

approve

2.

implement

implement

ethics policy
3.

Develop,
and

approve

whistle

1.

anti-

whistle
code

4.

conduct policy

Approve

corruption plan

of

conduct policy

Implement

ethics

policy
3.

code

fraud

prevention and anti2.

policy
of

Implement

Implement

whistle

blowing policy
4.

whistle

Implement

code of

conduct policy

blowing policy
4.

Develop,

Develop, approve and

Develop

and

corruption plan

blowing policy
4.

implement

blowing

policy
4.

3.

implement

corruption plan

ethics

policy

prevention

fraud

implement

Develop,

prevention and anti-

Approve

and implement fraud

2.

fraud

Develop

corruption

approve

Develop, approve and
implement

and implement code

code

of

conduct policy

of conduct policy
1.14

DoE/NT

Collective

coordination

DoE/NT coordinated

activities

of

Collective

activities

of

1.

DoE/NT coordinated

Coordination activities

Reporting at Exco

Reporting at Exco

Reporting at Exco

register developed ,
approved

and

implemented
2.

Coordination activities
- include in exco as an
agenda item

1.15

Financial
management

1.
and

SANEDI
coordinated

budget

1.

and

SANEDI
coordinated

management

aligned to strategic

aligned

accounting

plan

plan

and

annual

performance plan
2.

Spending monitored

budget
and

to

strategic

and

annual

performance plan
2.

Spending

1.

monitored

Ensure that all revenue
collected

2.

is

1.

100%

Ensure that all revenue

Ensure

that

all

1.

Ensure

that

all

revenue collected is

revenue collected is

accurate and timeously

accurate and timeously

100% accurate and

100% accurate and

recorded

recorded

timeously recorded

debtors monthly

2.

Analyse the

is

1.

100%

Analyse the ageing of

collected

ageing of

debtors monthly

2.

Analyse the ageing of
debtors monthly

timeously recorded
2.

Analyse the ageing of
debtors monthly
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Strategic objective

Activity

Annual

Performance

2012/13

Targets Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

indicator
and

financial

and

performance
3.

to SANEDI managed

due

and

to

SANEDI

managed

and

timeously

accurately

and

and

timeously recorded
cash

book

SANEDI

assets

5.
6.

creditors

cash

5.

3.

reconciliation

bank

3.

account reconciliation

<1% bad debts write

4.

<1% bad debts write off

off

5.

Petty cash accurately

Petty cash accurately

Monthly

administered

4.

bank

account reconciliation
4.

off
5.

administered

<1% bad debts write

Monthly

<1% bad debts write
off

Petty cash accurately

5.

administered

Petty cash accurately
administered

book

SANEDI

assets

SANEDI

expenditure

Programme
management

managed
6.

recorded

reconciliation
4.

Monthly bank account

and creditors managed

SANEDI expenditure
and

and

3.

managed

managed
5.

accurately

Monthly bank account

managed
4.

managed
4.

Debt and revenue due

Debt and revenue

and

3.

performance reported

reported
3.

financial

accounting reported

Programme
management
accounting reported

1.16

Supply

chain

management

Value for money goods

Value for money goods and

Monitor SLA in terms of

Monitor SLA in terms of

Monitor SLA in terms of

Monitor SLA in terms of

and services procured in

services procured in line

compliance with Treasury

compliance

Treasury

compliance with Treasury

compliance with Treasury

line with strategic plan

with

guidelines for supply chain

guidelines for supply chain

guidelines for supply chain

guidelines for supply chain

and annual performance

annual performance plan

management

management

management

management

1.

1.

1.

strategic

plan

and

with

plan
1.17

ICT

infrastructure

1.

and systems
2.

ICT

strategic

plan

1.

ICT management plan

developed, approved

developed,

and implemented

and implemented

Mechanism

approved

ICT strategic plan
developed

2.

Data

storage

2.

ICT strategic plan

Monitoring

Monitoring and review of

approved by Board

system in place

ICT

Management plan

for review of ICT

ongoing

management

to

2.

SLA with CEF in place

requirements

developed

enhance energy data

3.

Monitoring

specified

approved

collection,
storage provided

and

evaluation

and
of

ICT

implementation plan

3.

Disaster recovery
plan, as part of

3.

and

plan

plan

Specifications
data

management

for

storage

implementation
2.

Data collection
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Strategic objective

Activity

Annual

Performance

2012/13

Targets Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

indicator
3.

ICT disaster recovery

Business

plan

Continuity Plan is

dev

eloped,

approved

and

4.

developed

drafted

and

storage

Business continuity

underway

plan approved

implemented
4.

Enterprise resources
management system
implemented

5.

Projects
management system
implemented

6.

SLA with CEF for ICT
services approved

1.18

Manage

the

closeout of SANERI

Books of SANERI audited

Close out SANERI books and

Determine the close out

Obtain necessary approvals

and

deregister

requirements necessary to

for the winding up of SANERI

ensure the wind up of affairs

matters

closed

out

and

Deregister SANERI as a

SANERI

as

a

company

company
1.19

of SANERI

Strong collaborative

Develop a collaboration

approach

plan,

strategic

and

approve

1.

and

Develop

a

1.

collaboration plan and

implement

plan

engagement

and

collaboration

dissemination

plan,

Monitoring

2.

and

implement
2.

a

1.

collaboration

stakeholder

international

approve

Develop

Collaboration plan

Review of existing plans

Review of existing plans

approval
2.

Stakeholder

Develop

engagement

stakeholder

dissemination plan

and

engagement plan

approved

3.
of

stakeholder
engagement

and

dissemination
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11

Programme 2- Applied research

11.1

Purpose

The purpose of the programme is to provide Enable well informed and high confidence energy planning, decision-making and support policy* development

11.2

Sub-programmes incorporated within Applied Research

The following sub programmes have been identified and are the responsibility of the indicated components
Sub programme

Components

Advanced fossil fuels and Carbon capture and storage

CCSCORD Gas, oil, coal

Smart Grids

SG

Research Collaboration

All

Renewable Energy Technologies / Clean Energy Solutions

RECORD

Green Transport

GTP
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11.2.1 Advanced Fossil Fuels (including Carbon Capture and Storage)
Advanced Fossil Fuels



Clean Coal Technologies



Oil and Gas R&D Frameworks



Carbon Capture and Storage

11.2.1.1 Strategic objectives – Advanced Fossil Fuels

1

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

Clean Coal Technologies

To facilitate the optimisation and efficient

1998 White Paper on Energy Policy

use of coal and decrease greenhouse gas

Integrated Energy Plan

emissions

National Energy Act, 2008
4 x CCT projects underway
Phase I Coal Road Map underway

2

3

Oil and Gas R&D Frameworks

Carbon Capture and Storage

To facilitate the optimisation and efficient

1998 White Paper on Energy Policy

use of oil and gas and decrease greenhouse

Integrated Energy Plan

gas emissions

National Energy Act, 2008

To

determine

the

potential

and

1998 White Paper on Energy Policy

appropriateness of technologies for the

Integrated Energy Plan

geological storage of carbon dioxide in South

National Energy Act, 2008

Africa.

Long Term Mitigation Scenarios – DEAT
White paper on Climate Change Strategy, 2011
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11.2.1.2 Strategic objectives Annual Target – Advanced Fossil Fuels
Strategic

Sub-Programme

Estimated

Performance

Medium term target

Objective

Performance

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Technical inputs to

Financial completion of Phase I of the

Technical

Technical contribution

Winding

up

of

R&D

Coal Road Map and

Coal Road Map

contribution to Coal

to Coal Road Map

financial

affairs

of

findings of Coal Road

findings of Coal Road

financial

Initiation of contract and financial

Road

Map

Process

SACRM and ascertain

Map

Map

aspects of Phase II of the Coal Road

and

the

Map

management of the

2015/16

2016/17

indicator
1

Clean

Coal

Technologies

management

of

SACRM Charter

Process
financial

and

the

financial management

depending

of

R&D

depending

of

R&D gaps

of the SACRM

SACRM
2

Oil and Gas

Framework for the

Frameworks for oil and gas R&D

Draft Framework for

Submission

R&D depending on

R&D depending on

R&D depending on

R&D

ascertainment

initiated

oil

frameworks to DoE

findings

findings

findings

Frameworks

R&D gaps for oil and

and stakeholders for

frameworks and DoE

frameworks and DoE

frameworks and DoE

comment

and

and

and

of

and

gas

R&D

frameworks

gas

of

of

the

stakeholders

inputs
3

Carbon
Capture
Storage

Pilot Test Injection
and

initiation

to

determine

the

potential

and

appropriateness of
technologies for the
geological storage of
carbon dioxide in
South Africa

Overall 80% Completion of projects:

of

the

stakeholders

inputs

the

stakeholders

inputs

Completion of current

Feasibility Study for

Commencement

 Scoping Study for Test Injection

projects

the

schematic

schematic

procurement

 Regulatory

Fund raising

Injection

engineering design for

engineering design for

construction

Assessment of CCS

Support activities for

Pilot Test Injection

Pilot Test Injection

Support activities for

infra-structure in SA

CCS

Support activities for

Detailed engineering

CCS

CCS

design for Pilot Test

Requirements

for

Test Injection
 Zululand Basin Storage Potential

Support activities for

Phase II
 Algoa Basin Storage Potential

CCS

Pilot

Test

of

of

Completion

Injection

of

Injection
and

Support

activities for CCS

Phase I
 Geological Modelling Capacity
Building Phase I
 Financial Opportunities for CCS in
SA
 Definition of Capture Readiness
Following

projects

participation

initiation:
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Strategic

Sub-Programme

Estimated

Objective

Performance

2011/12

Performance

Medium term target
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

indicator


Public Outreach [WB/DoE]



Techno-economic

CCS

Study

[WB/SACCCS/DoE]


CCS

Regulatory

Development

[WB/DoE]
CCS Capacity Building:


Capacity building tour Australia



CCS Week Conference plus 4
workshops



Five postgraduate bursaries



Two

postgraduate

bursaries

completed
International Co-operation


CSLF



IEA GHG



GCCSI



Regional Co-operation

Fund raising
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11.2.1.3 Strategic objectives Quarterly Targets – Advanced Fossil Fuels
Strategic objective

Activity

Annual

Targets Quarterly Targets

Performance

2012/13

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

indicator
1

Clean

Coal

Technologies

To

Complete the 4 existing CCT

Completion of 1 CCT project

Completion of 2 CCT project

Completion of 3 CCT

Completion

optimisation and efficient

facilitate

the

projects

Technical support to Coal

Technical support to Coal

project

project

use of coal and decrease

Technical support to Coal

Road map as required by

Road map as required by

Technical support to Coal

Technical support to Coal

greenhouse gas emissions

Road Map

the SACRM

the SACRM

Road map as required by

Road map as required by

Financial management of

Financial management of

the SACRM

the SACRM

SACRM

SACRM

Financial management of

Financial management of

SACRM

SACRM

Financial

management

SACRM
2

facilitate

the

of

4

CCT

Oil and Gas R&D

To

Framework for oil and gas

30% completion of oil and

80% completion of oil and

100% completion of oil

Submission of oil and gas

Frameworks

optimisation and efficient

R&D

gas R&D frameworks

gas R&D frameworks

and gas R&D frameworks

R&D frameworks to DoE.

use of oil and gas and

submission to DoE

Initiate project Non-Climate

Continue

Change Benefits of CCS

Climate Change Benefits of

Test

CCS

Continue project NonClimate Change Benefits
of CCS

Complete project NonClimate Change Benefits
of CCS
Geological
exploration
permitting – Preparation
of permit application
Identification of potential
funders
Test
Injection
Public
Engagement
Plan
implementation
Techno-economic
CCS
Analysis
[WB/DoE/SACCCS]
Complete

frameworks

and

decrease greenhouse gas
emissions
3

Carbon

Capture

and Storage

To

determine

potential
appropriateness
technologies
geological

the

Completion

and

projects

of
for

the

storage

of

Preparation

of
of

current
further

Injection

Operator

exploration of the Zululand

Review – ToR developed

Basin

Test

carbon dioxide in South

Sourcing of funding

Engagement Plan – ToR

Injection

Africa.

International co-operation

Techno-economic

Non-

Projects complete:

Public

 Test Injection Success
Criteria

CCS

Analysis [WB/DoE/SACCCS]
- Start

project

 Test Injection Scoping
Study
 Test

Injection

Preliminary

Risk

Assessment
 Algoa Phase I
 GIS

for

Storage Basins

Potential

Test Injection Operator
Review
–
Project
Complete
Conceptual
Proposal
Completed

–

Design
ToR

Geological
Exploration
Plan Algoa Phase II – SC
approve ToR
Baseline and Operational
Modelling – Review
Geological

exploration
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Strategic objective

Activity

Annual

Performance

2012/13

Targets Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

indicator
 Zululand Basin II

permitting – Motivation

 CCS Ready

Test Injection Public
Engagement
Plan
Implementation

Test

Injection

Operator

Review – Project implement
Conceptual Design Proposal
– ToR Developed
Geological Exploration Plan
Algoa Phase II – Develop
ToR
Baseline and Operational
Modelling – ToR
Geological

CO2 Transport Workshop
– SANEDI deliverable for
COCATE FP7 Project
Appointment of Bursar
Techno-economic
Analysis
[WB/DoE/SACCCS]
Continue

CCS
-

exploration

permitting – ToR
Test

Injection

Public

Engagement Plan – Develop
Techno-economic

CCS

Analysis [WB/DoE/SACCCS]
- Continue
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11.2.2 Smart Grids
11.2.2.1 Strategic objectives – Smart Grids
The following strategic objectives (outputs) have been identified for the Smart Grid Sub programme

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

SA smart grid vision which will set the direction to enhance supply reliability and the

Develop In collaboration with the key stakeholders,

Baselines measured from zero i.e. no

effective operations of the electricity distribution industry (EDI).

a smart grid vision for South Africa. General

existing strategy.

1

agreement and understanding reached on the goals
to be achieved by the smart grid and how those
goals

will

impact

the

smart

grid

principal

characteristics. Future socio-economic conditions
are projected to verify that the vision will contribute
towards optimal solutions.
2
Current state assessment to amongst others define the EDI constraints from a

The current technologies, processes, resources,

Approach

holistic system reliability and real time data availability perspective.

regulatory climate, and consumer culture are

(ADAM) study done by the EDI Holdings

to

Distribution

Asset

Management

assessed to establish the starting point from which
the smart grid is defined. Particular emphasis on the
utilities’ (Eskom, municipalities and metros) current
status in these areas is needed, as well as any future
plans described in its 5-year Business Plan or
Integrated Resource Plan.
3

Technology, governance and service gap analysis and defined solutions/actions to

The smart grid vision defined in the desired future-

Baselines measured from zero i.e. no

realise the smart grid vision.

state assessment is compared to the current-state

existing strategy.

assessment results to identify the gaps in the
technology, regulatory policy, and consumer culture
areas. Gap statements are written and the actions
needed to reduce or eliminate them are defined.
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Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

Specific solutions are then identified, and prioritised
based on the gap statements. These solutions will
include new applications, technologies, processes,
programs, regulatory and legislative policy, and
consumer/societal outreach. Additionally, specific
research and development projects needed to
reduce investment risks are identified.
4

Smart Grid Business Case

Using the solution set identified in 3 above, the

Baselines measured from zero i.e. no

quantities and sequence assumed in the initial

existing strategy.

implementation plan, cost estimates are determined
to design, procure, install, test, and place the
solutions into operation. In addition to these capital
costs, assumed operation and maintenance (O&M)
costs are estimated where applicable. Using the
goals defined above, specific benefits are catalogued
and their values are estimated. The business case is
then developed and the results evaluated. Multiple
iterations may be required to optimise the business
case.

5

Smart Grid implementation plan

The implementation plan establishes the timing,

Baselines measured from zero i.e. no

scope, and quantities for deploying both the

existing strategy.

solutions

and

any

associated

research

and

development (R&D) projects. The business case cash
flows for both the costs and benefits are driven from
this plan. It is modified iteratively until the business
case results are optimised.

6

Optimised solution portfolio to underpin the business case.

Modelling, simulation, and other analysis tools,

Baselines measured from zero i.e. no

along with good engineering judgment, are used to

existing strategy.

adjust timing, solution scope, and quantities. These
variables are captured in the implementation plan
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Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

and are used as inputs to the business case. Various
options and iterations are evaluated to determine
the specific solutions that optimise the business case
financial metrics.
7

Consolidated Smart Grid Industry Guideline

Once optimised, the final implementation plan and

Baselines measured from zero i.e. no

business case is summarised and the finalisation

existing strategy.

phase is reached. The results are broken down by
the primary beneficiaries (utility, consumer, and
society) and shared with each to help them
understand the smart grid’s value from their own
perspectives. This process supports the decisionmaking process for all key stakeholders by revealing
how and why a smart grid meets their specific needs
and desires.
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11.2.2.2

Strategic Objectives Annual Targets: Smart Grid

Strategic Objective
1

Programme performance indicator

SA smart grid vision which will

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

1.

Review of smart grid

Review of smart grid

Review of smart grid

vision document

vision document

vision document

Develop

Develop

Review of standards

Define a vision

Prepare

set the direction to enhance

for South Africa

for SANEDI Board of

supply

with

Directors

effective

reliability

and

the

of

the

operations

Developed smart grid vision for South Africa

Medium term target

all

stakeholder

electricity distribution industry

2.

(EDI).

Constitute

motivation
which

could serve as base
a

document

for

National smart

motivation

to

grid

modernise SA grid

steering

committee
2

Current state assessment to

Undertake study with

Undertake study with

amongst others define the EDI

Smart grid scoping study

selected

sample

constraints from a holistic system

metro/municipality

municipalities

reliability and real time data

and/or Eskom

Eskom

metro’s,
and

availability perspective.
3

Technology,

and

Determine technology, regulatory, institutional,

service gap analysis and defined

governance

policy, skills, ICT gaps and propose solutions to the

solutions/actions to realise the

gaps

1.

and

smart grid vision.

4

5

Smart Grid Business Case

Smart Grid implementation plan

Standards

1.

best

Standards
and

practices

and best practices

best

practices

2.

Modelling

2.

Modelling

3.

Analysis

3.

Analysis

4.

Pilots

4.

Pilots

Motivation for smart grid with clearly defined

Quantify the cost and

Quantify the cost and

project proposals including a funding plan

benefits of smart grid

benefits of smart grid

in a SA context

in a SA context

Pilot project running, applied research and results

Undertake

as defined in respect of the pilot project

demonstration

demonstrated.

pilot

projects

Undertake
and
to

verify business case

demonstration
pilot

projects

Review
and
to

verify business case

demonstration
pilot

projects

and
to

establish replication
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Strategic Objective

Programme performance indicator

Medium term target
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17
and

scaling

up

potential
6

Optimised solution portfolio to

Documented results and defined smart grid

Refine

underpin the business case.

benefits.

learned

Amongst

others

addresses

data

lessons
and

enhancement, energy management improvement,

optimising

reliability

while minimising cost

improvement and contribution to

benefits

effective energy planning.
7

Consolidated Smart Grid Industry

Business case and how to guide

Develop

final

National smart grid

Guideline

National strategy for smart grids

business case

and

implementation

how

to

guide

strategy for SA

implementation
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11.2.2.3 Quarterly targets: Smart Grid 2012/13
Strategic objective

Activity

Annual

Targets Quarterly Targets

Performance

2012/13

1st

1.

1.

2nd

3rd

4th

indicator
1

SA smart grid vision

1.

Minutes

of

which will set the

stakeholder

direction

to

workshops

enhance

supply

2.

vision for SA

Report

and

reliability and the

presentation

to

effective operations

SANEDI

of

of

Directors

the

electricity

distribution industry
(EDI).

3.

Submit

Approved smart grid

Board

1.

2.

briefing

1.

SA smart grid vision,
in

trends

trends

workshops

principal

Prepare stakeholder

characteristics,

workshop report

report published on

and

leading

and

leading

practices

Prepare a smart grid

2.

2.

Prepare an inclusive

charter

stakeholder

Constitute an Industry

engagement plan
3.

charter

industry

smart

Prepare

Prepare

3.

smart

to
grid

4.

Smart

Grid

5.

Charter

grid

document

to

submitted to the DoE

to

Present

report

to

position paper

SANEDI

Board

of

Prepare a smart grid

Directors

Prepare

of

the

SANEDI (smart grid)
web site

4.

Present

report the DoE

smart

motivation

be

report

terms

committee

technology plan

briefing

Present

Industry SG steering

principal characteristics

Present

steering committee
5.

Undertake
stakeholder

committee
4.

1.

smart grid international

smart grid (SG) steering

document to the DoE

Conduct research into

smart grid international
practices

3.
a

Conduct research into

grid

document

5.

Motivate to DoE for
programme funding

and funding plan
6.

for consent

Present
smart

stakeholder
grid

principal

characteristic

plan,

technology

plan,

motivation and funding
document to SANEDI
Board of Directors for
approval and to the
Industry SG steering for
support.
7.

Prepare

briefing

document of the smart
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Strategic objective

Activity

Annual

Performance

2012/13

Targets Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

indicator
grid

principal

characteristic

plan,

technology

plan,

motivation and funding
document

to

be

submitted to the DoE
for approval
8.

Present

stakeholder

engagement plan to
the

Industry

SG

steering committee for
support
2

Current

state

assessment
amongst
define

to
others

the

EDI

1

Terms

reference

1.

Terms of reference for

to

parent

Subject to funding,

Contract for current

municipalities, metro’s

appropriate

state evaluation placed

and Eskom.

SANEDI to undertake

committee

smart grid activities

support

and

the

2.

Evaluate tenders

Evaluate the ás is ‘grid /

SANEDI

Board

of

3.

Place Contract

network protocol

Directors

for

4.

Evaluation

Define the ‘to be’grid

approval

holistic

document

scoping
3.

Key staff secondment

reliability and real

framework/approach in

time

place

2.

Prepare

a

staff

secondment plan
3.

Present

availability

secondment

perspective.

Industry SG

2.
staff

plan

to

3.

steering

committee for support

staff

scoping

advertise smart grid

of

study to the Industry

scoping study terms

to

SG

of

protocol
4.

steering
for

reference

and

request for proposals

study

begins

2.

Define the ás is’- ‘’to

and SANEDI Board of

be”

Directors for approval

protocol gap
5.

evaluation

1.

secondment

grid

for

Present a smart grid

for

proposal

entities

1.

study

Smart

evaluation

Motivate

defined
2.

scoping

1.

2 Resource requirement
identified

study

Prepare a smart grid

evaluation

3

data

1.

document

constraints from a
system

of

Review

grid/network
the

ADAM

study in terms of smart
grids
6.

Present a smart grid
evaluation

scoping

study to Industry SG
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Strategic objective

Activity

Annual

Performance

2012/13

Targets Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

indicator
steering committee for
support and SANEDI
Board for approval
3

Technology,
governance

1.Minutes of Work Group

1 Technology Work Group

and

service gap analysis

2.Technology, regulatory,

2 Standards to be developed

and

institutional, policy, skills,

identified

defined

solutions/actions to

ICT

realise

solutions identified

the smart

1.

established

gaps and

propose

grid vision.

2.

4

Smart Grid Business

Motivation for smart grid

Case

with clearly define project
proposals

including

Identify Standards
to be developed &
potential
Best
Practice leaders for
electrical
and
communications
interconnection,
integration,
interoperability,
conformance
test
procedures,
and
operating practices.
Identify
required
Technology
Development/
adaptation
in
advanced
sensing
and measurement,
integrated
communications and
security, advanced
components
and
subsystems,
advanced
control
methods and system
topologies,
and
decision
and
operations support.

1.

Develop Standards &
Best Practices for
electrical
and
communications
interconnection,
integration,
interoperability,
conformance
test
procedures,
and
operating practices.

2.

Technology
Development/
adaptation
in
advanced sensing and
measurement,
integrated
communications and
security,
advanced
components
and
subsystems, advanced
control methods and
system
topologies,
and decision and
operations support.

a

funding plan
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Strategic objective

Activity

Annual

Performance

2012/13

Targets Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

indicator
5

Smart

Grid

Pilot

implementation

applied

plan

results

project

running,

research
as

defined

and
in

respect of the pilot project
demonstrated.
6

Optimised solution

1. Documented results and

portfolio

to

defined

underpin

the

benefits.

business case.

2.

Data

smart

grid

enhancement,

energy

management

improvement,

reliability

improvement

and

contribution to effective
energy

planning

documented.
7

Consolidated Smart

1 Business case and how

Grid

to guide

Guideline

Industry

2 National strategy for
smart grids
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11.2.3

Renewable Technologies

Clean energy solutions



RECORD



Projects, pilots and demonstrations



Support to solar park

 International collaboration

11.2.3.1 Strategic Objectives - Renewable Technologies

1

2
3

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

RECORD

Establishing the Renewable Energy Centre of Research and Development



Business model

(RECORD)



Stakeholder engagement comments



Collaborative funding



Projects in place



Proposals for pilot and demonstration



Presence on the solar park project steering

Projects, pilots and demonstrations
Support to solar park

Technology demonstration through projects and pilots.
Offer support to establishment of national solar park and the feasibility of
establishing a solar technology research and testing facility.

committee


Exploration of feasibility of solar park facility in
progress

4

International collaboration



To represent South Africa in an international forum



To gain and share technical knowledge and transfer of skills



To globalise expertise and leverage research funding



Several

IEA

implementation

agreement

memberships


Hosting the Southern African secretariat of
REEEP



SANEDI is the NCP for the EU FP7
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11.2.3.2 Strategic Objectives Annual Targets: Renewable Technologies

Strategic Objective
1

RECORD

Programme

Estimated Performance

Medium term target

performance indicator

2011/12

2012/13

1.

1.



Co-ordinate

RE

research in SA
2.

establishment of RECORD

Facilitate RE research

2.

collaboration
3.

Centre

Contribute to RE skills

3.

Draft

4.

Implementation

development

Preliminary

stakeholder


interviews begun

2013/14
training



two

2014/15

2015/16

Establishing at least

Exploring

two

feasibility of an ocean

to

energy test facility

indicators

renewable

renewable

energy

centers

energy centers

(biofuels and ocean

(rural

energy) for research

implementation

provision (WSU

plan

supported by UJ

and

Establishing
least

6.

Participation: standards

renewable

development

energy centers

2016/17
the

Operation according
performance

and development

NMMU))

for research and

two

development

(solar
(NMMU)

energy

and

at

RE awareness creation

technology evaluation

at

execute

Finalist

5.

&

Establishing
least

wind energy


plan

Support RE business

Skills

development in

manager

employed

development
4.

Secured GIZ support for



funding

and

domestic

Securing
additional

PV


Skills

energy use (UJ)

development

for research and

viz. Implement

development

bursary scheme
for

tertiary

education


Explore
opportunities
for

standards

development
support
2

Projects, pilots



WASA





MobileWaste to Energy
plant



and
demonstrations

Project running,
verified
wind
launched
Proposal received

first
atlas




Creation of an
observational
wind atlas
Source funding
for building plant




Conceptualise a
framework for
WASA phase II
Building of plant



Complete atlas



Implementing
WASA phase II



Implementing
WASA phase II



Completion of
plant
and
exploring



Operation



Operation
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Strategic Objective

3

Support to solar
park

Programme

Estimated Performance

Medium term target

performance indicator

2011/12

2012/13



Algal Biofuels



2013/14

2014/15



Draft framework for algal
biofuel platform



Complete
biofuel platform
framework



Implementation



2 generation ethanol
semi-commercial plant



Proposal received and
funding being sourced





Initiate building
semi-commercial
demo plant





CSP storage salts pilot



Proposal received and
funding being sourced





Initiate building
semi-commercial
demo plant





CPV Demo



Proposal
USTDA



Continue to seek
funding
if
found then begin
contracting with
partners
Continue to seek
funding
if
found then begin
contracting with
partners
Continue to seek
funding and site







Solar road map



Communications with IEA





Energy Efficient House





Project concept

Conceptualise
road
map
process with IEA,
DoE, DST, TIA.
Specifications for
energy
requirements for
house and seek
partners

Initiate building
semi-commercial
demo plant
Begin solar road
map process

Seek funding and
site

Set up a solar
measuring
station



Investigate
setup of Met
station



nd

Meteorological
facility

submitted

to







(Met)



Exploration of feasibility

2015/16

opportunities
with
municipalities
Investigate
feasibility
for
algal
biofuel
pilot
Building semicommercial
demo plant

2016/17



Algal
pilot

biofuel



Operation



Startup of semicommercial
demo plant



Operation

Building semicommercial
demo plant



Startup of semicommercial
demo plant



Operation

Building semicommercial
demo plant
Solar
road
produced



Startup of semicommercial
demo plant
Implementation



Operation



Implementation



Pilot house and
roll out plan



Implement
out

roll



Implementation



Set up
station



Completion of
Met station and
ongoing
monitoring



Monitoring



Implementation




Execute

Execute



Met
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Strategic Objective

4

International

Programme

Estimated Performance

Medium term target

performance indicator

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14





2014/15

2015/16

2016/17



Solar test and demo
facility

of solar park facility in
progress



Representation of South
Africa
in
an
international
forum,
whereby
technical
knowledge is gained
and
skills
are
transferred.

Maintain IEA and EU FP7

Maintain existing IEA

Maintain IEA and EU

agreements, build up more

implementation

FP7

agreements,

collaboration and attempt to

agreements

build

up

increase funding.

explore joining PVPS ;

collaboration

Host the Southern African

EU FP7 and REEP.

attempt to increase

attempt to increase

attempt to increase

attempt to increase

funding.

funding.

funding.

funding.

collaboration



REEEP secretariat.

Prefeasibility
studies

and

plan

implementation
plan

implementation
plan

Maintain IEA and EU

Maintain IEA and EU

Maintain IEA and EU

FP7

agreements,

FP7

agreements,

FP7

agreements,

build

up

build

up

build

up

Feasibility study

more
and

collaboration

more
and

collaboration

more
and

collaboration

more
and

Globalisation
of
expertise and leveraging
of research funding.
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11.2.3.3 Quarterly targets: Renewable Technologies 2012/13

Strategic objective

Activity

Performance

Annual Targets 2012/13

indicator
1

Operationalise RECORD








Co-ordinate RE research in SA
Facilitate
RE
research
collaboration
Participation:
standards
development & technology
evaluation
Contribute to RE skills
development
Support
RE
business
development
RE awareness creation to
stakeholders and students

1st









2

Projects,

pilots

demonstrations

and









3

Support to solar park

WASA
Waste to Energy plant
Algal Biofuels
nd
2 generation ethanol semicommercial plant
CSP storage salts pilot
CPV Demo
Solar road map

MET station

Quarterly Targets





RECORD
RE
research
coordination mandate is
confirmed.
A coordinated renewable
energy research effort in SA
with stakeholder buy-in and
support.
A number of RE research
projects are funded by
RECORD.
Value offering to serve RE
research paying clients
A
platform
for
interinstitutional
research
is
created.
A platform for international
inter-institutional research is
expanded.
RECORD
participates
effectively
in
standard
development and
Continue as per work plan
and seek funding extension
from RDE for WASA
Pre/Feasibility investigations
Setups











Solar measuring station





2nd

3rd

Interviews with
identified
stakeholders.
Complete
stakeholder map
with
detailed
activities.
Establish journal
cooperation
NMMU and UJ
cooperation
established



Waste to energy
plant
contract
setup
Solar road map
stakeholder
discussions
IEA
and internal (DoE,
DST,TIA)
Funding drive for
all projects
Set
up
solar
measuring station





Participation
PSC

Participation



Prefeasibility

in






Website
establishment.
Draft marketing
and PR strategy
Database with RE
research
information
available.
RECORD
RE
research
workshop



Draft algal biofuels
platform



in






4th
RE
research
competition
International
workshop
exchange
Problem analysis
re.
Standard
development and
testing in SA



WASA PIU
workshop

and



in



Participation
PSC



RECORD formal
Launch
Strategy
for
RECORD support
of
standard
development
process

WASA PSC

Participation
PSC

in
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Strategic objective

Activity

Performance

Annual Targets 2012/13

Quarterly Targets

indicator

1st

2nd
PSC

4

International

Representation of South Africa in

Maintain

collaboration

an international forum, whereby

agreements,

IEA

and

technical knowledge is gained and

collaborations and attempt to

skills are transferred. Globalisation

increase funding

build

EU
up

FP7



Prefeasibility
study for test and
demo facility



Submit business
plan for EU FP7
project to DST



Exco meeting of
IEA
implementation
agreement (OES
bioenergy
and
SHC)
Input into draft
REEEP
strategy
and extension of
contract
with
SANEDI

more

of expertise and leveraging of
research funding.



3rd

4th

report on demo
facility sent for
comment
to
SANEDI/TIA.





Attend Info Day
and disseminate
information




Submit
annual
report to DST

Exco meeting of
IEA
implementation
agreement (OES
bioenergy
and
SHC)
Negotiate and sign
new
REEEP
contract
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11.2.4 Green Transport
Sub-Element

Strategic

No.

Objective

Sub - Elements

Components

Development of a definitive Study, status-quo and gap analysis on alternate

SANEDI Green Transport, Business Partners

Alignment
1.

1

Fuels and Propulsion Systems to inform strategic direction for green
Transport in RSA.
2.

2

Development of a Green Transport Centre Technology Incubation Centre

SANEDI Green Transport

3

3

Demonstration and optimisation of CNG

SANEDI Green Transport

4

3

Demonstration and optimisation of LPG

SANEDI Green Transport

5

3

Demonstration and optimisation of Biofuels

SANEDI Green Transport

6

3

Demonstration and optimisation of Electric Vehicle Technology

SANEDI Green Transport, and Technology Institutes

7.

4

International collaboration and knowledge sharing

SANEDI Green Transport

8.

5

Public Advocacy and Market Readiness Programme

SANEDI Green Transport, SANEDI Communications
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11.2.4.1 Strategic Objectives - Green Transport
1

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

Develop a national Green Transport strategic vision and technology

Develop a national Green Transport strategic vision and

development plan, including a Status Quo and gap analysis for the alternate

technology development plan

fuels and propulsion systems in RSA .

collaboration with the key stakeholders to identify the role

for South Africa,

A new output for RSA

in

and potential market space alternate propulsion and fuel
technology can occupy in a low-carbon future, and how
those

goals

will

impact

the

uptake

of

principal

characteristics. Future socio-economic conditions are
projected to verify they support this planned vision.
2

Develop a technology development incubation Centre to offer “soft Start”

Develop a technology development incubation Centre to

SANEDI have operated a Green Transport Centre as

facilities to companies and technology partners who are entering the Green

offer “soft Start” facilities to companies and technology

a technical showcase for the FIFA World Cup during

Transport sector.

partners who are entering the Green Transport sector, in

2010, but this was on a limited scale and did not

order to create soft start new business in the transport

include incubation of technology providers.

sector.
3

Develop various demonstration projects in the various alternate fuels and

Develop various demonstration projects in the various

In partnership with the AIDC small pilot projects

propulsion systems to showcase these technologies and create an enabling

alternate fuels and propulsion systems such as CNG, LPG

were commissioned, but not developed to a

environment to bring these alternatives to market.

and Bio-fuels to showcase these technologies and create an

commercial scale.

enabling environment to bring these alternatives to market.
4

Participate in international Knowledge sharing fora to bring best of breed to

Participate in international Knowledge sharing for a, such as

Participation in the EV sectors of IEA collaboration

full commercialization

the IEA, Knowledge Clusters to bring best of bread to full

has been engaged.

commercialization
5

Develop a substantive Public advocacy programme to create market

Develop a substantive Public advocacy and awareness

At a limited scale, some communication and public

acceptability for alternate fuels and propulsion systems to allow successful

programme to create market acceptability for alternate

awareness was engaged with in terms of showcasing

market penetration and sustainability.

fuels and propulsion systems to allow successful market

for the FIFA World Cup.

penetration and sustainability or these new technologies
and dependant infrastructures.
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11.2.4.2 Strategic Objectives Annual Targets: Green Transport
Strategic Objective
1

Programme performance

Medium term target

indicator

2012/13

Develop a national Green

A National Green Transport



Transport strategic vision and

strategic vision and technology

technology

Develop a national
Green
Transport
strategic vision and
technology
development
plan,
including a Status Quo
and gap analysis for
the alternate fuels and
propulsion systems in
RSA



Develop
the
institutional
Framework
and
participation Charter
for the Incubation
centre.

development

plan developed and used as

plan, including a Status Quo

strategic input to assist in policy

and gap analysis for the

determination and sector focus.

alternate fuels and propulsion
systems in RSA .

2

Develop

a

technology

a

incubation

incubation Centre to offer “Soft

Centre to offer “Soft Start”

Start” facilities is developed and

facilities to companies and

operational.

development

technology

development

technology partners who are
entering the Green Transport
sector.

3

Develop

various

demonstration projects in the
various alternate fuels and

The
implementation
of
demonstration projects in the
various sectors of CNG, LPG and

2013/14



Initiate the call for
proposals
and
expression of interests
for prospective partner
organisations
or
benefactors.



Operate the centre



Develop,



Standards

and

best

2014/15
**

2015/16



Review
and
refresh
the
national
Green
Transport
strategic
vision
and
technology
development plan,
including
the
Status Quo and
gap analysis study

2016/17

**



Review
and
refresh
the
national
Green
Transport
strategic
vision
and
technology
development plan,
including
the
Status Quo and
gap analysis study



Operate
Centre

the



Operate
Centre

the



Operate
Centre

the



Operate
Centre

the



Develop
partners

new



Develop
partners

new



Develop
partners

new



Develop
partners

new



Transition existing
soft start partners
into
fully
sustainable
business
enterprises.



Transition existing
soft start partners
into
fully
sustainable
business
enterprises.



Transition existing
soft start partners
into
fully
sustainable
business
enterprises.



Transition existing
soft start partners
into
fully
sustainable
business
enterprises.



Develop



Develop



Develop



Develop



Demonstration



Review & Update
Standards and best



Demonstration



Review & Update
Standards and best
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Strategic Objective
propulsion

systems

to

Programme performance

Medium term target

indicator

2012/13

Bio-fuels be commissioned

showcase these technologies
and

create

an

enabling

practices

4

Participate in international
Knowledge sharing fora to
bring best of breed to full

Participate in the various sector
Knowledge clusters both locally
and internationally.

Develop a substantive Public
advocacy

programme

to

create market acceptability
for

alternate

fuels

and

propulsion systems to allow
successful market penetration
and sustainability.

A substantive Public advocacy
programme is created to market
acceptability for alternate fuels
and propulsion systems that
assists
successful
market
penetration and sustainability of
these technologies.

Projects

2015/16

practices

2016/17

Projects

practices

Modelling
and
regulation frameworks



Review Situational
Analysis



Review Situational
Analysis



Situational Analysis



Demonstration
Projects



Demonstration
Projects



Demonstration projects



Subscribe
international
collaboration
partnerships.

to



Subscribe
international
collaboration
partnerships.

to



Subscribe
international
collaboration
partnerships.

to



Subscribe
international
collaboration
partnerships.

to



Subscribe
international
collaboration
partnerships.



Establish
knowledge
sharing clusters.



Establish
knowledge sharing
clusters.



Establish
knowledge sharing
clusters.



Establish
knowledge sharing
clusters.



Establish
knowledge sharing
clusters.



Participate in both local
and
international
events and activities to
further the promotion
of green transport
technologies.



Participate in both
local
and
international
events
and
activities to further
the promotion of
green
transport
technologies.



Participate in both
local
and
international
events
and
activities to further
the promotion of
green
transport
technologies.



Participate in both
local
and
international
events
and
activities to further
the promotion of
green
transport
technologies.



Participate in both
local
and
international
events
and
activities to further
the promotion of
green
transport
technologies.

commercialization

5

2014/15



environment to bring these
alternatives to market.

2013/14

to



Develop,



Refresh ,



Refresh ,



Refresh ,



Refresh ,



Viral portals



Viral portals



Viral portals



Viral portals



Viral portals



Print media



Print media



Print media



Print media



Print media



staged events and
exhibitions



staged events and
exhibitions



staged events and
exhibitions



staged events and
exhibitions
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Strategic Objective

Programme performance

Medium term target

indicator

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17



Produce











staged events
exhibitions



Feedback loops

Feedback loops

Feedback loops

Feedback loops

Feedback loops

and

** Strategic plan for Green transport will be review every two years.
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11.2.4.3 Quarterly targets: Green Transport 2012/13
Strategic objective
1

Develop a national
Green

Transport

strategic vision and
technology
development plan,
including a Status
Quo
analysis

and
for

gap
the

alternate fuels and
propulsion systems
in RSA .

Activity Performance

Annual

Targets

Quarterly Targets

indicator

2012/13

1

2

3

4

 A
national Green
Transport
strategic
vision and technology
development
plan,
including a Status Quo
and gap analysis for
the alternate fuels and
propulsion systems in
RSA developed.

 Develop a national
Green
Transport
strategic vision and
technology
development
plan,
including a Status Quo
and gap analysis for the
alternate fuels and
propulsion systems in
RSA

 Conduct research into
Green
Transport
international trends and
leading practices

 Present
charter
to
national
steering
committee and strategic
team for approval

 Undertake
stakeholder
workshops

 Prepare
a
Green
Transport charter

 Prepare an inclusive
stakeholder
engagement plan.

 SA Green Transport
vision and technology
development
plan,
report published on
SANEDI web site and
communicated
through the Public
Advocacy Programme

st

nd

 Constitute a Nationally
representative Strategic
Team
&
Steering
Committee
 Secure
funding

programme

 Prepare
Transport
plan

rd

a
Green
technology

 Prepare
Green
Transport
motivation
document and funding
plan
 Present
stakeholder
Green
Transport
principal characteristic
plan and technology
plan and motivation and
funding document to
National
steering
committee for approval

 Prepare stakeholder
workshop report
 Present report to
National
steering
committee

th

 Present report to
National
Strategic
team
 Present submission to
relevant Department
that could serve as
framework for
a
cabinet memo

 Present
stakeholder
Green
Transport
principal characteristic
plan and technology
plan and motivation
document to National
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Strategic objective

Activity Performance

Annual

indicator

2012/13

Targets

Quarterly Targets
st

1

nd

rd

2

strategic
approval.

team

th

3

4

 Facilitate the Partners
becoming productive.

 Maintain
the
partnerships and bring
more partners on line.

for

 Present
stakeholder
engagement plan to
strategic team and to
the national steering
committee for approval
2

Develop

a

technology
development
incubation

Centre

to offer “Soft Start”
facilities

to

companies

and

technology
partners who are

 A
“Soft
technology
development
incubation
developed
operational.

Start”

Centre
and

 Suitable
partners
identified
and
contractually engaged.

entering the Green

 Develop the institutional
Framework
and
participation Charter for
the Incubation centre.
 Initiate the call for
proposals
and
expression of interests
for prospective partner
organisations
or
benefactors.

Transport sector.
 Operate the centre

3

Develop

various

demonstration
projects

in

various

alternate

fuels

the
and

propulsion systems



 Develop,

 Standards and best
practices developed.

 Standards
practices

 Modelling
and
regulation frameworks

 Modelling

and

best

and

 Develop
the
institutional Framework
and
participation
Charter
for
the
Incubation centre.
 Physically establish the
Centre and bring it to
operational readiness.

 Adjudicate and award
contracts to successful
bidders.
 Establish the partners
within the Centre and
assist
them
to
operational readiness.

 Initiate the call for
proposals
and
expression of interests
for prospective partner
organisations
or
benefactors.

 Engage with sector
stakeholders
and
identify
suitable
demonstration Project
areas.

 Adjudicate and award
contracts to successful
bidders.
 Develop the project
Specific Business case

 Compile
a
best
Practice
report
&published
on
SANEDI web site and
communicated
success through the
Public
Advocacy
Programme

 Project
Implementation

 .Project Completion.
 Closeout report
 Monitoring
Verification

and
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Strategic objective
to showcase these
technologies

and

create an enabling
environment
bring
alternatives

to
these
to

market.

Activity Performance

Annual

indicator

2012/13

developed
 Situational
completed

Analysis

Participate

in

international
Knowledge sharing
fora to bring best
of bread to full
commercialization

st

 Participate
international
collaboration
partnerships.

to

nd

rd

2

 Compile
situational
analysis and scoping
report.

 Obtain all
approvals
permissions.

 Lessons learnt and best
practices communicated
through
the
Public
Advocacy Programme.

 Initiate the call for
proposals
and
expression of interests
for prospective partner
organisations
or
benefactors.

 Facilitate
project
implementation

 Subscribe
international
collaboration
partnerships.

 Subscribe
international
collaboration
partnerships.

 Convene
Knowledge
Cluster meetings.

 Situational Analysis
 Demonstration projects

 Demonstration
projects
commissioned.

Quarterly Targets
1

regulation frameworks

 Lessons learnt and
best
practices
communicated
through the Public
Advocacy Programme.

4

Targets

to

to

 Establish knowledge
sharing clusters.

 Establish
knowledge
sharing clusters.

 Establish
knowledge
sharing clusters.

 Participate in both
local and international
events and activities

 Participate in both local
and international events
and activities

 Participate in both local
and international events
and activities..

 Promote technology and
knowledge
sharing
through the SANEDI web
site and communicated
through
the
Public
Advocacy Programme

 Promote technology and
knowledge
sharing
through the SANEDI web
site and communicated
through
the
Public
Advocacy Programme

th

3

4

 Compile
a
best
Practice
report
&published on SANEDI
web
site
and
communicated success
through the Public
Advocacy Programme

statutory
and

 Promote
technology
and knowledge sharing
through the SANEDI
web
site
and
communicated through
the Public Advocacy
Programme.
 Continued participation
in both local and
international events and
activities..

 Continue
Knowledge
meetings.

with
Cluster

 Continue
Knowledge
meetings.

with
Cluster

 Promote technology
and
knowledge
sharing through the
SANEDI web site and
communicated
through the Public
Advocacy Programme.

 Promote technology
and knowledge sharing
through the SANEDI
web
site
and
communicated
through the Public
Advocacy Programme.

 Continued
participation in both
local and international
events and activities..

 Continued
participation in both
local and international
events and activities..
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Strategic objective
5

Develop

a

substantive Public
advocacy
programme
create
acceptability

to
market

Activity Performance

Annual

Targets

indicator

2012/13

 Viral portal Platforms
Developed

 Develop Viral
Platforms

portal

 Design and
Viral portals

 Print media Platforms
Developed

 Develop Print
Platforms

media

 Design and develop
Print media platforms

st

 events and exhibitions
staged.

 stage
events
exhibitions

 Create Feedback loops
 Feedback
created

and

rd

th

2

3

4

 Maintain Viral portals

 Maintain Viral portals

 Maintain Viral portals

 Maintain Print media
platforms

 Maintain Print media
platforms

 Maintain Print media
platforms

 Continue staged events
and exhibitions.

 Continue
events
exhibitions.

 Continue
staged
events and exhibitions.

staged
and

 Monitor Feedback loops

and

market penetration
and sustainability.

develop

 staged
events
exhibitions

alternate fuels and
to allow successful

nd

1

for

propulsion systems

Quarterly Targets

 Create Feedback loops

 Monitor
loops

Feedback

 Monitor
loops

Feedback

loops
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11.3 Data Knowledge Management
11.3.1 Purpose
The purpose of the programme is to provide Enable well informed and high confidence energy planning, decision-making and support policy* development
11.3.2 Sub programme
The following sub programmes have been identified and are the responsibility of the indicated components
Sub programme

SANEDI Components

Data and Knowledge management

SANEDI, CESAR, EE DSM Hub at UP

11.3.3 Strategic objectives
The following strategic objectives (outputs) have been identified for this programme

Sub-programme: Integrated database development
1

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

Enable well informed and high confidence energy

Integrating the data needs of each

Various (non-integrated) individual pockets of information are independently maintained

planning, decision-making and to support policy

SANEDI thematic area into a single

development

repository
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11.3.4 Strategic Objectives annual target

Strategic

Programme

Estimated performance

Medium term target

Objective

performance

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

Assessment of current systems

Phase 1 Integrated

Phase 2 Integrated

Fully

Maintain

and data requirements

database developed

database developed

database in place

2016/17

indicator
1

Integrated

Functional,

data-repository

integrated

accurate,
and

user-

operational

and

‘manage’ database

Maintain

and

‘maintain’ database

friendly database
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11.3.5 Quarterly targets 2012/13
Strategic

Activity

objective

Performance

Annual Targets 2012/13

Quarterly Targets
st

nd

1

rd

2

th

3

4

Draft ToR

Source

external

funding

opportunities

indicator
1

Development of
an

integrated

data-repository





Functional,
accurate,
integrated
user-friendly

and



Coordinate and facilitate

Assess existing

development of database

database-activities

Oversee

individual

Determine
requirements

user-

jointto

conduct this task

project

database
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11.4 Working for Energy
11.4.1 Purpose
The purpose of the programme is to provide
Sub Programme

SANEDI Components

Renewable Energy Provision

SANEDI, Working for Energy and CEF

Energy Management

SANEDI, Working for Energy and CEF

11.4.2 Strategic objectives
1

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

Job Creation in the Working for Energy environment

Create 400 new full time employment opportunities and 120 000

Baselines measured from zero i.e. no

person days of temporary employment during the five years until

existing strategy.

2017 and hence contribute 0.01% (equivalent to 500 new jobs)
towards the 5 million new jobs by 2020 targeted by the new growth
path.
2

Renewable Energy Provision, using biomass and other renewable

Establish clean energy and electricity production/generation and

Limited biomass/ renewable energy initiatives

energy sources.

supply facilities equivalent to 5MWp and 25 GWh/annum (non-grid

focusing on rural areas.

solutions) within (rural) communities by 2017 with all associated
economic, social and sustainability benefits.
3

Demonstrated Energy Management opportunities

Develop and demonstrate the rural application of energy efficiency

Baselines measured from zero i.e. no

technologies (non-grid and non-conventional solutions) to deliver

existing strategy.

energy savings of 0.5 MW and 1.5 GWh/annum by 2017 with all
associated economic and environmental benefits
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11.4.3 Strategic Objectives annual targets
Strategic

Programme

Estimated

Medium term target

Objective

performance

performance

2012/13

indicator

2011/12

1

Job Creation in

Jobs created across

DoE approved Energy Provision

the Working for

the

Project Schedule

Energy

Energy spectrum

Working

For

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

30 Jobs or

80 Jobs or

100 Jobs or

100 Jobs or

100 Jobs or

6 000 manhours

24 000 manhours

30 000 manhours

30 000 manhours

30 000 manhours

environment
2

Renewable

Integrated

Energy Provision

plan developed and

5 MW

DoE approved Energy Provision

Approved

Project Schedule

Proposals to develop

submitted to DoE
3

Project

0.5 MW produced and

1 MW

1.5MW produced and

2 MW produced and

verified

verified

produced and

verified

verified

50 kW Saved

50 kW Saved

100 kW Saved

200 kW Saved

5 MW

Energy

Demonstrated

DoE

Management

500kW

energy

Management Project Schedule

approved

Energy

savings

through

Approved
Proposals

Project
to

500kW

Energy

Management

Management

by 2017

deliver
Energy
Projects

Projects
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11.4.4

Strategic objective

Quarterly targets 2012/13

Activity

Annual

Targets Quarterly Targets

Performance

2012/13

1st

Invite Tenders, Process,

Approved Project Proposals

Invite

Assess, Approve project

to develop 5 MW

Tenders

2nd

3rd

4th

Process Tenders

Assess Tenders

Approve

indicator
2

Renewable
Energy
Provision
Renewable Energy

project

proposals

proposals
Greening Robben Island

Negotiation

Museum

Department of Arts and

with

Call for Proposal for Pre-

Analyse and Select successful

Conduct

Feasibility Study

service Provider

Feasibility Study on

feasibility

RIM

Stakeholders

Culture on process forward

Pre-

Assess results of Prewith

on RIM
Kwa-Mashu Biomass

to

terms for the

Draft Concession Agreement

Negotiate

Power

and Operational Agreement

Concession Agreement for

for SANEDI to Manage the

Purchase

Agreement

for the Kwa-Mashu Biomass

SANEDI

Project

for

to Energy plant.

Project

George Biomass to Energy

Feasibility Study for the re-

Negotiate

terms for the

Draft Concession Agreement

Negotiate

Power

Plant

establishment of the George

Concession Agreement for

for SANEDI to Manage the

Purchase

Agreement

Biomass to Electricity Plant.

SANEDI

Project

for

Energy Project

Negotiated

Management

Negotiate
to

Manage

the

take

operators of the Plant

of

generated power

to

Manage

the

Project

3

off

Call for proposal for

off

take

Call for proposal for
operators of the Plant

of

generated power

Energy
Management
Invite Tenders, Process,

Approved Project Proposals

Invite Energy Management

Assess, Approve project

to deliver 500 kW Energy

Tenders

proposals

Management Projects

Process Tenders

Assess Tenders

Approved

project

proposals
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11.5 Energy Efficiency
11.5.1 Purpose
The purpose of the programme is to enable well-informed and high confidence energy planning, decision-making and support policy development
11.5.2 Subprogramme
The following subprogrammes have been identified and are the responsibility of the indicated components
The following sub programmes have been identified and are the responsibility of the indicated components

Sub programme

SANEDI Components

Public advocacy

SANEDI communication, CEF communication

Measurement and Verification

SANEDI EE, EEDSM Hub

Demand-side energy diversification, (Residential)

SANEDI EE, EEDSM Hub

Ad -hoc project development and technical support

SANEDI EE, EEDSM Hub, CESAR

International collaboration

SANEDI EE
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11.5.2.1 Sub-programme: Public advocacy
1

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

Integrated public advocacy plan

Integrating

Fragmented plan and programmes simultaneously implemented by various stakeholders (Eskom, DoE,

various

stakeholder

communication plans into a single,
consolidated

and

DPW, SALGA, DPE, GCIS)

consistent

national awareness campaign
2

Performance tracking system

Continually tracking the impact of
the

Campaign/s

Integrated campaign not yet launched

and

recommending improvements

11.5.2.2 Sub-programme: Measurement and Verification
1

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

Single national M & V repository in SA

Developing an integrated M & V

Diverse systems exist amongst key stakeholders, with no single consolidated view on EE-progress in the

database, to accurately determine

country

EE-savings in the country
2

12I and 12L Tax Allowance M & V Support-system

12I and 12L Tax Allowance M & V
and

reporting

function

12I Regulation in place and 12L Regulation published, for public comment

fully

operational
3

Increased expertise in this field

Develop a Plan to accelerate

SANAS accreditation in place, with 0 accredited M & V professionals

human capacity
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11.5.2.3 Sub-programme: Demand-side energy diversification, (Residential)
1

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

Significant shift away from the ‘all-electric’ home

Co-ordinating the efforts of all

Slow uptake and no concerted effort to diversify the use of various energy forms in the residential

(alternate) energy carrier suppliers,

sector.

to

draft

a

guideline

for

implementation

11.5.2.4 Sub-programme: Ad -hoc project development and technical support
1

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

Integrated approach to the implementation of

Integrating

Fragmented plan at a standstill, due to funding constraints and no effective M & V in place

energy efficiency in public facilities

proposals

various stakeholders
into

manageable

a

consolidated,

and

measureable

Implementation Plan
2

An effective Appliance Labelling system in place for

Participate in, and provide technical

at least 5 appliances

support to the national Working

Funding only just approved

Group

11.5.2.5 Sub-programme: International collaboration
1

Strategic Objective (output)

Strategic statement

Baseline

Optimising value from international collaboration

Participation in, and contributing to

CEM-GSEP and IEA 4-E Implementing Agreements in place

value-adding

international

collaboration activities
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11.5.3 Strategic Objectives annual target

Strategic Objective

Programme

performance

indicator

Estimated

Medium term target

performance

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Coordinating

Coordinating

Coordinating

Coordinating

implementation,

implementation,

implementation,

implementation,

tracking

tracking

tracking

tracking

2011/12
1

Integrated

public

advocacy plan

Integrated plan developed and

BUSA -approved strategic

Integrated

submitted to DoE

plan

developed

prior

to

SANEDI

plan

involvement

performance

2

3

Measurement and

Integrated

on-line

system

Verification

developed and fully operational

ToR for system in place

Issue
suitable

public

find

performance

and

performance

and

performance

and

recommending

recommending

recommending

recommending

continual

continual

continual

continual

improvements

improvements

improvements

Update,

Operate

operate

the

Operate

improvements
the

Operate

the

Service

and maintain the

system and supply

system and supply

system and supply

Provider and pilot

integrated national

appropriate

appropriate

appropriate

system

system

reports

to

key

reports

to

key

reports

to

stakeholders

stakeholders

stakeholders

key

Demand-side

Multi-stakeholder Advisory Group

Ministerial

Functional

Functional

Functional

Functional

Functional

energy

in place and fully functional

announcements to address

Working Group in

Working Group in

Working Group in

Working Group in

Working Group in

the issue

place,

place,

place,

place,

place,

diversification,
(Residential)

4

ToR,

and

Ad

-hoc

project

development

and

technical support

Number of projects developed

producing

producing

producing

producing

producing

an Annual Report

an Annual Report

an Annual Report

an Annual Report

an Annual Report

on progress and

on progress and

on progress and

on progress and

on progress and

proposed activities

proposed activities

proposed activities

proposed activities

proposed activities

for the following

for the following

for the following

for the following

for the following

year.

year.

year.

year.

year.

DPW proposals developed

Development of at

Development of at

Development of at

Development of at

Development of at

and submitted to the DoE

least

least

least

least

least

and DPW

proposal

to

proposal

to

proposal

to

proposal

to

proposal

to

enhance

energy

enhance

energy

enhance

energy

enhance

energy

enhance

energy

one

‘new’

one

‘new’

one

‘new’

one

‘new’

one

‘new’

Active membership and

efficiency

efficiency

efficiency

efficiency

efficiency

participation

initiatives in the

initiatives in the

initiatives in the

initiatives in the

initiatives in the

country

country

country

country

country

Appliance

in

the

Labelling

Working Group
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Strategic Objective

Programme

performance

Estimated

5

International

Contributions
indicator

to

Membership
performance

collaboration

international collaboration efforts

‘official’

Medium term target
and

Participation

participation in CEM-GSEP

CEM-GSEP

activities

2011/12

and

IEA

4-E

in

Participation

in

CEM-GSEP

Participation

in

CEM-GSEP

Participation

in

CEM-GSEP

Participation

in

CEM-GSEP

activities on behalf

activities on behalf

activities on behalf

activities on behalf

activities on behalf

Implementing Agreement

of

of

of

of

of

on behalf of DoE

dissemination

DoE

information

and
of

DoE

dissemination
information

and
of

DoE

dissemination
information

and
of

DoE

dissemination
information

and
of

DoE

and

dissemination

of

information
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11.5.4 Quarterly targets 2012/13
Strategic objective

Activity

Annual

Performance

2012/13

Targets Quarterly Targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

indicator
1

Integrated

public



advocacy plan

1.

Integrated

plan

Proposal

and

1.

Consolidate inputs

Consultation

developed

and

distributed to stakeholders

2.

Revise document

department in the

implementation,

Paper in

submitted to DoE

for input

3.

Submit final document

technicalities

monitor

Draft

developed

Assist

the

to DoE

place


1.

Coordinate

1.

Oversee
and

track

progress

and

facilitate
implementation


Overseeing
implementation

2
3

Measurement

and

Integrated on-line system

Integrated on-line system

Issue ToR and find suitable

Verification

developed

fully operational

Service Provider

System development

System development

Pilot fully functional system

Demand-side

Multi-stakeholder Advisory

Advisory Group in place and

energy

Group

fully functional

Annual Report on progress

Annual Report on progress

Annual Report on progress

Annual Report on progress

and proposed activities for

and proposed activities for

and proposed activities for

and proposed activities for

the following year.

the following year.

the following year.

the following year.

2 projects developed and

Finalise integrated Strategy

5 buildings proposed for

Integrated

proposed to the DoE

for

piloting

updated

diversification
4

Ad

-hoc

development

project
and

Number

of

projects

proposed

technical support

implementing

monitoring

and

and
tracking

proposal

Measure, monitor, track

reflect

and report on progress in

to

learnings from the pilots

this programme

Participate

Participate

performance and progress
on the Public Buildings EEprogramme
5

International

Contributions to ‘official’

Membership

Attend and present SA’s

Review

collaboration

international collaboration

participation in CEM-GSEP

position

pre-

recommendations on SA’s

activities and disseminate

activities and disseminate

efforts

activities

4-E

Ministerial

CEM-GSEP

continued participation in

relevant

relevant

Implementing Agreement on

Workshops

IEA

stakeholders

and

behalf of DoE

and
IEA

at

the

and

4-E

make

Implementing

in
info

these
to

key

in
info

these
to

key

stakeholders

Agreement
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12 Risk management
A global Risk assessment for SANEDI was conducted during the fiscal year 2011/12, in line with treasury regulations. A number of risk exposures, that may affect the realisation
of the strategic objectives have been identified. Mitigation strategies required to mitigate risk exposure will be implemented, monitored and evaluated on a quarterly basis to
determine the effectiveness thereof. Out of the identified risk exposures in the global risk register, SANEDI has priorities and focused on the following top 5 risk

Strategic objective

Risk description

Controls in place

1.15

Financial management and management

Inadequate funding to implement

Organisational

accounting

mandate

move away from fixed cost to a variable

cycle

cost model

Approaching industry to fund strategic programmes

structure

Recommendations/mitigation strategy
review

to

Continuous lobbying for additional funding during the budget adjustment

Budget being reviewed for allocation of
additional funding
Continuing communication with DoE
and National Treasury
1.2

Human

resources

management

and

development

Loss of management Knowledge and

Skills retention policy to be developed

Review skills retention policy regularly and assist staff in developing personal

Skills

and implemented

development plans that enhance their activities. Knowledge management

Insufficient internal skill base



system to capture tacit knowledge also to be put in place
1.2

Human

resources

management

and

development


HR policy to be developed to allow

Implement a variable cost model which allows us to contract in skills when

for contracting in of skills

and where required.

Skills retention policy

to be

developed and implemented
administration
1.15

Financial management and management
accounting

Inadequate Support services provided

Service level agreement has to be

by CEF

specific and management

Compliance to National Treasury

Experienced CFO to be appointed

Monthly meetings with CEF to address service level agreement
Training of Key staff on all compliance requirements

prescripts
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Part C: Links to other plans

13 Links to the long-term infrastructure and other capital plans
The Department of Energy is not directly responsible for energy sector infrastructure development and as such SANEDI
does not link into a long-term infrastructure plan.
The Department do however link to Eskom, Municipal and industry infrastructure plans, but none of those identified in the
current Strategic Plan are of specific relevance to SANEDI’s areas of activity.
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14 Appendix A: Legislative and other mandates
SANEDI’s mandate is derived from the authority and obligations set out in the following policies, legislation and
constitutional requirements:

14.1 Constitutional mandates
The South African Constitution (Act 108 of 1996), states that the people of South Africa have the right to an environment
that is not detrimental to human health, and impose duty on the state to promulgate legislation and to implement
policies to ensure this right is upheld. The environmental vision of the South African Government has however departed
from a conservationist approach and committed itself to sustainable development with equal emphasis on social and
economic development and environmental sustainability with this principle of sustainable development being adopted
10

into the South African Constitution . Section 24 states the following:
“and to have the environment protected, for the benefit of present and future generations, through reasonable legislative
and other measures that prevent pollution and ecological degradation; promote conservation; and secure ecologically
sustainable development and use of natural resources while promoting justifiable economic and social development.”
The Constitution therefore allows for national policy to be developed and implemented by the state to protect these
rights and to secure ecologically sustainable development. This is interpreted as aiming to ensure that national (including
energy) resources are adequately utilised and hence that the production and distribution of energy resources are done
sustainably.
SANEDI’s implied mandate in terms of the Constitution is to support policy development, planning and implementation of
sustainable development policy objectives in the energy sector in its role as agency to Government and specifically the
Department of Energy.

10

Section 24 of the Bill of Rights of the South African Constitution (Act 108 of 1996)
CEF House, Block C, Upper Grayston Office Park, 152 Ann Crescent, Strathavon, SANDTON, 2146
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14.2 Legislative mandates
The following act gave effect to SANEDI’s existence and provides for its primary mandate and specific responsibilities:
Legislative Mandate

Description of the focus of the act

Stated or derived SANEDI mandate

National Energy Act, 2008 (Act No. 34 of 2008),
Section 7 (2)

To ensure that diverse energy resources are available, in sustainable quantities
and at affordable prices, to the South African economy in support of economic
growth and poverty alleviation, taking into account environmental management
requirements, international commitments and obligations and interactions
amongst economic sectors; to establish institutions to be responsible for
promotion of efficient generation and consumption of energy, energy modelling
and planning, increased generation and consumption of renewable energies,
energy research, contingency energy supply, holding of strategic energy minerals,
adequate investment in, appropriate upkeep of and equitable access to energy
infrastructure; to provide measures for the furnishing of certain data and
information regarding energy demand, supply and generation; and to provide for
matters connected therewith.

Provides for SANEDI to direct, monitor and conduct energy research and
development as well as undertake measures to promote energy
efficiency throughout the economy.
Chapter 4 focuses on the establishment of SANEDI. The institute is
intended to:
• Promote energy efficiency in the economy.
• Increase the GDP per unit of energy consumed
• Ensure energy resources used in optimal manner
• Promote energy research and technology innovation
• Increase players in the energy field
• Facilitate effective management of energy demand and its conservation

The following specific plans; directives and public announcements further reinforced and refined SANEDIs responsibilities:
Directive
Department of Energy (DoE)
2011/12 – 2015/16

Strategic

Plan

Description of the focus of the policy instrument

Stated or derived SANEDI responsibility

5 Year Strategic plan for the National Department of Energy and its state-owned
entities, including SANEDI.

The Strategic plan expands on the original mandate and states the SANEDI
mandate as:
To direct, monitor and conduct applied energy research and development,
demonstration and deployment as well as undertake specific measures to
promote energy efficiency throughout the Economy
To establish a nationally focused energy research, development and
innovation sector and undertake energy efficiency measures with a strong
relevance for South Africa, aligned with DoE objectives as stated in the
National Energy Act, 2008

Ministerial Directive which established SANERI

The Ministerial Directive that established SANERI allows SANERI to undertake all
types of energy-related research. The Energy Act mandates SANEDI to undertake
all activities of SANERI and hence empowers SANEDI to also undertake all types of

The Ministerial Directive, which established SANERI, allows SANERI to
undertake all types of energy-related research. The directive also
recommends that SANEDI focus only on applied research activities with all
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Directive

Description of the focus of the policy instrument
energy research. However in line with Strategic Management Model of Science
and Technology DOE and DST agreed to review all current programmes within
SANERI in order to determine their best placement. Going forward the objective
is for SANEDI to focus only on applied research activities with all primary research
being undertaken by DST and its agents. The Minister will ensure this through
annual approval of the Corporate Plan.

Stated or derived SANEDI responsibility
primary research being undertaken by DST and its agents.

Ministerial Directive which established NEEA

During February 2006 the then Minister of Minerals and Energy issued a Directive
to CEF (Pty) Ltd to establish the National Energy Efficiency Agency (NEEA) as a
division.

The Ministerial Directive that established NEEA, stated the objects of NEEA
to include, inter alia:
• The Establishment of a Governance Committee to prioritise and
recommend energy efficiency and DSM projects
• Funding of specific programmes related to the implementation of the
National Energy Efficiency Strategy (2005)
• Oversee monitoring and verification of energy efficiency
• Ensure energy efficiency and DSM awareness campaigns
• Oversee the implementation of the Energy Efficiency Accord
• Oversee coordination of training in energy efficiency Under section 1(2)
(a) (iA) of the Central Energy Fund Act, 1977 (No. 38 of 1977)

2011 National Council of Provinces (NCOP) Budget
Vote speech by the Minister of Energy, Ms Dipuo
Peters, MP, Old Assembly Chamber, Parliament,
Cape Town

Budget Vote Speech

2011 Budget Vote Speech by the Deputy Minister
of Energy, Ms. Barbara Thompson, MP E249,
National Assembly, Parliament, Cape Town 26th
May 2011

Budget Vote Speech

The Minister of Energy’s budget vote speech made specific reference to
SANEDI’s expected role:
“Last year we committed to establishing the South African National Energy
Development Institution (SANEDI), and this was duly done. SANEDI will,
amongst others, be the champion for Energy Efficiency in the country,
which will not only save energy, but reduce the burden on households. In
addition SANEDI will house South Africa’s Carbon Capture and Storage
research and development as well as other energy research
programmes.” She further refers to the different programmes and
progress made.
The Deputy Minister of Energy’s budget vote speech made specific
reference to SANEDI’s expected role/contribution:
“In terms of SANEDI’s role, it is expected that they will become the
repository of all energy efficiency programmes. This requires them to
oversee energy efficiency initiatives, in particular, to assist with the
certification of energy savings achieved by those companies that seek to
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Directive

Description of the focus of the policy instrument

Stated or derived SANEDI responsibility
claim tax deductions under the Income Tax Amendment Act. We have
secured the concurrence of the Minister of Finance for energy efficiency
incentives under the Standard Offer and Energy Efficiency Tax Incentive
Scheme, which will be in place this year.”

14.3 Policy mandates
Key responsibilities of SANEDI as provided for in policies:
Policy Mandate

Description of the focus of the policy instrument

Stated or derived SANEDI responsibility

White Paper on Energy Policy, 1998

This White Paper has been written so as to clarify Government policy regarding
the supply and consumption of energy for the next decade. The policy
strengthens existing energy systems in certain areas, calls for the development of
underdeveloped systems and demonstrates a resolve to bring about extensive
change in a number of areas. It addresses international trade and co-operation,
capacity building, and the collection of adequate information. The document is
comprehensive, addressing all elements of the energy sector as practically as it
can.

The White Paper highlights the importance of research funding and alludes
to the intended function of SANEDI by highlighting the need for integrated
research and a coordinated strategy:

The vision of the strategy is to contribute to affordable energy for all, and to
minimise the effects of energy usage on health & the environment. It is
implemented through sector programmes. This Strategy allows for the
immediate implementation of low-cost and no-cost interventions, as well as those
higher-cost measures with short payback periods. These will be followed by
medium-term and longer-term investment opportunities in energy efficiency. The
Strategy acknowledges that there exists significant potential for energy efficiency
improvements across all sectors of our national economy.

The South African National Energy Research Institute will be funded to
carry out a dedicated programme of research and development for
energy efficiency. The Strategy will support appropriate research and the
possible adaptation of internationally available technologies and
processes.

In the short term the master plan focuses on developing supply chain solutions to
South Africa’s fuel supply challenges, management of liquid fuels demand and
energy response tactics. The log-term approach is broader and begins to

Amongst others, the master plan recommends that energy efficiency
should be strongly promoted and calls for a review of present programmes
in operation.

National Energy Efficiency Strategy of the RSA,
2008

Energy Security Master Plan for Liquid Fuels, 2007

The White Paper states that Government will consider the development of
a system to prioritise national research funding into the three main
research categories in order to address the medium to long-term research
needs in the energy sector. This will consist of an integrated, multi-year,
national, needs-driven, energy research strategy, developed from time to
time by an experienced team of experts appointed by the Minister. This
strategy will identify medium and long-term priority programmes and
themes.

Renewable Energy; Clean Fuels Programme, Energy Audits, Energy
Management - The National Energy Research Institute will be funded to
carry out a dedicated R&D programme for energy efficiency
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Policy Mandate

Description of the focus of the policy instrument
integrate supply, demand, macroeconomics, geopolitics and climate change. It
further seeks to allow for the making of well-informed choices with respect of
energy supply, energy carriers, demand sector strategies, as well as energy
transformation approaches, cognisant of the need to minimize negative impacts
on the environment and the economy.

Stated or derived SANEDI responsibility
The master plan also highlights the importance of having access to
relevant and adequate data for due analysis and to inform modelling,
scenario planning and decision-making. “impossible to develop adequate
energy plans without appropriate data acquisition and modelling tools”

Energy Security Master Plan, 2007

The Master Plan is premised on achieving certain goals that have been set for the
electricity sector. Due to the uncertainty over the planning horizon, some
assumptions are made regarding demand projections and the economic outlook.
After consideration of the Energy White Paper and the regulatory policy
framework, the current electricity generation, transmission and distribution
sectors are appraised, in terms of the challenges confronting these sectors.

Focused research and development will enable meeting technical
performance and capacity expansion objectives. Electricity/energy-based
technology development and innovation is imperative to productivity
and growth of the country.

Integrated Resource Plan for Energy, 2010

Cabinet promulgated the Policy-Adjusted IRP in May 2010. It is a major step
towards building local industry clusters and assists in fulfilling South Africa’s
commitments to mitigating climate change as expressed at the Copenhagen
climate change summit. The Policy-Adjusted IRP includes the same amount of
coal and nuclear new builds as the RBS, while reflecting recent developments with
respect to prices for renewables. In addition to all existing and committed power
plants (including 10 GW committed coal), the plan includes 9,6 GW of nuclear; 6,3
GW of coal; 17,8 GW of renewables; and 8,9 GW of other generation sources.

Section 7 of the policy adapted IRP 2010 identifies a Research Agenda for
the subsequent IRP process that correlates closely with SANEDI’s current
and planned research activities.
SANEDI is expected, as energy
development institute, to support this list of research needs:

The plan identifies the grand challenge areas as:
• The Farmer to Pharma value chain to strengthen the bio-economy
• Space science and technology
• Energy security - the race is on for safe, clean, affordable and reliable energy
supply, and South Africa must meet its medium-term energy supply
requirements while innovating for the long term in clean coal technologies,
nuclear energy, renewable energy and the promise of the “hydrogen economy”.
• Global-change science with a focus on climate change
• Human and social dynamics.

The plan recommends, from an R&D perspective, to position SANERI,
Eskom, Sasol and various CEF subsidiaries to work together to advance
clean coal technologies.

DST 10 year innovation plan

Distributed generation, smart grids and off-grid generation
Harnessing South Africa’s coal resource
Decommissioning and waste management
Technology options
* Small hydro
* Regional hydro options (specifically Inga)
* Biomass (including municipal solid waste and bagasse)
* Storage; and
* Energy efficiency demand side management
Vision for 2050
Uncertainty & Risk factors
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Policy Mandate

Description of the focus of the policy instrument

Stated or derived SANEDI responsibility

Measurement and Verification Guideline for
Energy Efficiency Certificates (DRAFT)

The SA Government intends to introduce tax incentives for companies that can
prove energy efficiency savings. One of the primary requirements for companies
to benefit from this tax incentive is that they need to make use of independent
and registered Measurement and Verification (M&V) professionals that are
certified by the Council of Measurement and Verification Professionals of South
Africa (CMVPSA).

This Measurement and Verification Guideline for Energy Efficiency
Certificates aim to provide background with regards to the M&V
requirements surrounding the energy efficiency tax incentive scheme. It
also provides a high-level M&V approach that should be followed by
registered M&V professionals to issue the required supporting
documentation that will be used by SANEDI to issue Energy Efficiency
Certificates.

Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP) 2010/11 –
2012/13, published Feb 2010

IPAP2, as it has become known, builds on the National Industrial Policy
Framework (NIPF) and the 2007/08 IPAP. It represents a significant step forward
in scaling up our efforts to promote long term industrialisation and industrial
diversification beyond our current reliance on traditional commodities and nontradable services. Its purpose is to expand production in value-added sectors with
high employment and growth multipliers that compete in export markets as
well as compete in the domestic market against imports. In so doing, the action
plan also places emphasis on more labour absorbing production and services
sectors, the increased participation of historically disadvantaged people and
regions in our economy and will facilitate, in the medium term, South Africa’s
contribution to industrial development in the African region. IPAP2 also identified
green and energy saving industries as one of a few qualitatively new areas of
focus of industrial policy.

Section 13.3 of the plan makes specific reference to the green industries
that offer economic opportunity and requires priority attention. Those
highlighted below are best aligned with SANEDI’s current and planned
activities:
- SWH
- Wind
- Photovoltaic power
- Concentrated Solar Thermal power
- Industrial Energy Efficiency
- Water efficiency
- Waste Management
- Biomass and waste management
- Energy-efficient vehicles
Similarly, several of the Key Action Programmes (listed as items 13.3.1 –
13.3.11) identified in the IPAP correspond with SANEDI’s focus areas and
requires SANEDI ‘s support of the plan.
13.3.1

Roll-out

of

national

solar-water-heating

programme

–

manufacturing and installation capacity
13.3.2 Solar and Wind Energy
13.3.3 Development of an industrial energy-efficiency programme
13.3.4 Strengthen water-efficiency standards
13.3.5 Demonstrate viability of Concentrated Solar Thermal (CST) power
as a major renewable energy generation source
13.3.6 Biomass Energy
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Policy Mandate

Description of the focus of the policy instrument

Stated or derived SANEDI responsibility
13.3.7 Clean and Multi-Energy Stoves
13.3.8 Water- and Energy-Efficient Appliances
13.3.9 Efficient Motors, Variable-Speed Drives, Energy Metering and
Control and Electricity Storage (Batteries and Fuel Cells)
13.3.10 Waste and Waste Water Treatment
13.3.11 Green Industries special focus: The South African Renewables
Initiative (SARi)
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15 Appendix B: Management structure
SANEDI’s proposed matrix management model describes the activity areas and the interrelationship between the Senior Managers with respect to responsibilities associated
with the various portfolios. The model also describes the human capital ‘pool’ and the anticipated reporting structures aimed at full and optimal utilisation of scarce skills and
resources:

Senior

Manager

Marketing

and

1

operating systems

and
Information

Strategic Planning

Human Capital

/
Geology
/

Materials Engineering

Physics

/ Modelling

Statistics / Mathematics

IT
data

infrastructure

Energy

Specialist Consulting

Procurement

Social Sciences

/ Microbiology

Chemistry / Biochemistry

vil Engineering

Electrical/Mechanical/Ci

Communication

Marketing

Administration

Activity Leader

Finance

Project Management

and

Table 3: Matrix structure for sharing of resources as proposed (10 of the 29 roles shown are currently filled as at end October 2011)

4

Communications and Energy Efficiency
Senior Manager Smartgrids

1

Office Administrator
Project Management Office
Senior Manager Advanced Fossil Fuels
Senior Manager Renewable energy

1

1
3
1

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

2
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Finance Manager

2

Senior Manager (Data and Knowledge

1

Management)
Senior Manager Working for Energy

1

Human Capital Manager
CEO

1
1

Where the listed functions within SANEDI will encompass the following:
Project Management: Oversight and/or delivery of the SANEDI project portfolio
Finance: Planning, organising, directing and controlling SANEDi’s financial activities
Administration: Office administration and management function
Marketing and Communication: Stakeholder liaison, stakeholder communication and advocacy
Electrical/Mechanical/Civil Engineering: Engineering service functions relating to core engineering processes and activities for the listed disciplines
Chemistry / Biochemistry / Microbiology: Provision of advisory and analytical services relating to the listed natural sciences
Social Sciences: Consumer behaviour, Community liaison
Procurement: Contracting and purchasing of skills, infrastructure, supplies, systems, resources, as required.
Specialist Consulting: Provision of expert advisory services
Energy Data IT infrastructure: Infrastructure to host and adequately support the data and knowledge management function
Statistics / Mathematics / Modelling: Provision of statistical analysis and mathematical, engineering and economic modelling services to the organization, the DOE and other
relevant industry stakeholders.
Physics / Geology / Materials Engineering: Advisory, analysis and design services relating to engineering behaviour of earth materials, material properties and physics
Strategic Planning: Formulation of goals and objectives, direction setting, long term planning and implementation of a measurement and feedback system in consultation with
the DOE and respective SANEDI thematic areas
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Human Capital: Management of people within SANEDI including human capital planning, recruitment, election, placement, transfers, skills and career development
Information and operating systems: Information system requirements for SANEDI’s internal processes and functions
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16 Appendix C: Energy Efficiency and DSM baseline strategic objectives and roles and responsibility
matrix
SANEDI Energy Efficiency

Oversight/tracking of National EE

Capacity building and skills

objectives

development

M&V of targeted interventions

Advocacy / EE champion role

Special ad hoc

EE for non-electricity energy carriers

projects
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